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Concerned Students forced
to postpone meeting
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Minister withdraws offer to use church
By Paula M. White
Hilltop Staff Reporten

•

A group of uncte·rgraduates, cal ling themSelves ''A Concerned Stu·
dent "Alliance,'' were on their way
tp findi ng answers to the Labor
Day weekend disturbance in
Virginia Beach .
1.
1
Jiowever. their plans to meet in
that city this weekend have been
stifled; a key organizer, the Rev .
Jerome Ross, minister of Mt. Olive
Baptist Church, decided Wednesday to withdraw his church as a
gathering sight for planned
activities.
The student group, with the
assistance of the National Association of Black Seminarians, an
organiLation of graduate students
in the divinity school, were planning to participate in a ''Pe,ople's
Jury•·• at Mt . Olive, which is located
about five blocks from the
waterfront.
The People's Jury, comprised of
college students, was formed to address the L~or Day weekend
disturbance in Virginia Beach, and
to make suggestions for responsive
measures.
Miniard Culpepper, president of
the National Association of Black
Seminarians, believes Ross · m3.de

,

Bison players rejoice during 1987 rally aftei winning MEAC championship.

MEAC revokes 1987 title
•

'

'

8)' Zack Burgess

Just atter former coach Willie Jeffries' teary-eyed return to Ho\vard
last weekend, the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conferen~e removed
Howard University from thei.r
records as champions - awarding
the 1987 MEAC football championship to Dele"'are State.
It was an expected move made
Monday by the Conference, after it
was learned this summer that the
Bison had used at least three ineligible players.
Jeffries has refused 10 comm.:ilt on
leffries was on S.C. State
the matter only saying, ''I regret th is .
sidelin-'s Saturday.
·has had to~ happen."
·
·
Not only did Howard lose it s title .. about the matter," said Cp11ference
but the season as well. The universi- Co m111 issioner Ken Free.
ty has sent a let!er to its 10 1987 op'' Howard policed th~n1selves in
ponents forfeiting all games.
rt1is 111atter. They did their O\vn inter·
''There's nothing we c.tn real!)' say 11al investigation for the credibility of

•

,

· '' \Vhen you sel:ld a letter forfeiting

Hilltop Staff Reporter

l

the program.

g;!imes, there really isn't much we can
db about the matter, but oblige. I

reci:lly think this matter is closed
riow,'' he said.
Free went on to say he did not
tliink' there was' any intentional
Wrongdoing on the part of Jeffries or
the Howard football program.
''I think people just made a
mistake, because the eligibility forms
haVe to come into us and I didn't see
any signs of funny business,'' he said.
i That year the Bison were 9-1,
holding the second-best record in
Division I-AA football. It was a year

••,.

of excitement - Jeffries got a day
named after him and there never was
a dull moment where football was a
concern .
. In game after game Howard
~vastated opponents. But when the
see , MEAC, page t l

Representatives grapple over constitutionality of elections
•

Athletes have no Cook to call home
resid e111s, and less than one percent
o f tlte residents in SIO\\'e and Drew
combin ed .
.
·

By Paula White
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Howard Uni versity football
players have mixed emotions about
not being able to live in the athleti c
dorm this year.

'

While Cook Hall undergoes an
estimated $6.5 million renovation, i1 s
former residents have been mo\'ed to
off-campus 'residence
halls.
.
Presently, Bison football players
make up 34 Percent of Carver

; .

•

black issue. 1f Wilder wins, it will .
not only look good for black
America, but also Howard University graduates," Goodwin added.
Key organizers of the group are
making plans to make the trip at a
later date.
''We're going to go, but we want
to build up a collective unity among
students, NAACP, tidewater
residents. and the African":.
•
see Va. Beach, page 11

•

•

By Melonie McCall
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Controversy surrounding the
election for the Graduate Student
Assembly has rendered the body
inactive.
The assembly, which ij made up
lof representatives from all graduate
rand professional schools, has yet to
m~t in the 1989-90 academic year.
According to Dean of Student
Life and Activities Raymond Archer, GSA will not meet until the
issue of the election of the 1989·.90
president is resolved by the body
and the HUSA Policy Board .
"To fQY knowlecfge, the GSA is
dormant and intends to remain dormant until the matters are resolved
by the policy board,'' Archer said .

•'

•

1

William Simms is a leader
of the alliance.

GSA procedures scrutinized

'

'

the decision because of pressure
from the tidewa'ter community, the
Virginia NAACP, and supporters
of Lieutenant Governor Douglas
Wilder, Howard alumnus who is
running for governor of Virgjnia.
''I understand the pressure he
was u11der even though I may not
agree with it, but sometimes
political expediency becomes the
tune of the day," Culpepper said.
HUSA also withdrew its support
from the event because of risks involved that could jeopardize the
safety of the students and the
Wilder campaign.
''The impression I was given by
the students was that we had ,the
support of the communi't-y and
NAACP, but in reality_ none of
them \\'ere behind us because they
didn't want to hurt the Wilder campaign," said Daniel Goodwin,
HUSA president.
;.
''This effort was supposed to be
cohesive and unified so that it
\vould really make a difference;
ho\\ ever' I could only see this Cffon
turning i11lo something that would
hurt a n1an' s campaign," Goodwin
said.
'' \Vith Ho\vard students going
down !here, we would only force
\Vilder up against a wall, and his
campaign wou ld turn into a white-

throw on sweat pants and run to
class; but now we have to get up
earlier and we really can't rest up
before practice because it's so far to
travel," he said.
''Single rooms, carpet and nice
furniture are okay, but Cook is still
home," said Anthony Davis, a fouryear resident of Cook.
When renovations a're completed,
Cook Hall ~i ll have glass-enclosed
v..'alkways, fwo weight rooms, a
sauna, a snack bar, conference
tooms, an academic computing

·' Li ving in Carver is a great inconvenience because of the distance
from the playi11g field," said senior
Chuck Lamback, the team' s caPtain
a11d a three-year. resident of Cook .
' ' !1_1 Cook, ) 'OU only had 10 get up, see
' Cook, page I I

The board is scheduled to meet - sition meeting at which new officers
Oct. 5, according to HUSA Presi- ' were .to be elected. Following the
dent Daniel Goodwin.
meeting, former Graduate School
GSA functions much in the same
of Arts and Sciences Student Coun\Vay as the Undergraduate Student
cil President, Reginald Hopkins,
Assembly in that the vice presidents
alleged that the elections which
of each school and college serve as
took place were invalid.
In a letter addressed to Archer,
representatives to the assembly, and
then director of Student Activities,
the number of additibnal representatives is determined by enrollment
Hopkins contended that the elecfigures.
tions were invalid because a
UGSA does not use full-time
quorum had not beeen met; no call
equivalent figures in its enrollnient
to meeting notice had been issued,
and the dental and law schools were
--calculations. The GSA controversy
arose in part because of disputes
not constitutionally represented.
over 1he use of the figures.
HDpkins said in the letter that
GSA members are also grappling
some of the schools were
over whether seats may be held by
represented at the meeting by perappointment .
sons appointed and not elected by
The issues came to the forefront
see GSA, page 11
last April following the GSA tran·
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BLACK PANTHERS FOUGHT THE POWER
•

•

Fo1111er member Paul Coates recounts organization's legacy

'

By Lenora E. Harris

•

But Coates notes the message the Qbliege in Oakland in 1966, Bobby
Hilltof, Staff Reporter
group left.. · ''The Panthers left a 'S'fale and Huey Newton were the two
·1- "
legacy of struggle. We were the first itiitiators of the Panther organizaThere was a time when Paul organization to deal with problems of . tien, which at .i\s pinnacle. attracted
Coates and his fellow Black Panther society on a national level. For in- · tens of thousands · of merr.bers
were recognizable as the serious- <; f;:ince, homelessness, feeding nationwide.
looking young black men who wore children, and national testing of · With the funeral of Black Panther
black berets, black · leather jackets, Sickle tt>ll Ant>rnia." ~e said.
co-fo under Huey Newton in
and toted l!lachine guns in their atDr . Rus sell Adams, Afro- Oakland, Calif. last month, many
tempt to police the police.
American studies department ~ople have begun"'to reflect upon the
That was the late 1960s. Today, chariman, explained away Hoover's historical impact and significance of
Coates is a librarian in the Afro- rationale. ''J. Edgar 1-tb over was a i&e radical movement .
American studies department ·· at 1940s ra~ist. ''He believed t~at blacks
Newton's sudden death has made
Howard University.
,
~hould o~c~py a subord~nat~ positio.~
many people wonder about the
At a time when segregation was the 1n the soc~ety. It was in his guts,
significance and impact of an
norm, separation was unequal and Adams said. \
organization that many whites felt
access to the necessities of life was
''\Vhen the Panthers ann<?un.ced only accomplished their goals
limited for blacks, the Black Panther that they would not let un1nv1ted through intimidation.
Party for Self-Defense was born.
vio.lence go unpunished, that defiant
Labels like radical, leftist, and
attitude brought a new edge to the communist were not unfamiliar to the
J. Edgar Hoover, former director civil rights mo\l.~ment that frighten- organization, which formed to cornof the Federal Bureau of In vestiga- ed white America tremendouSly, and bat the racist ·establishment of that
tion, called the Panthers the ''the made the destruction of the Panthers tjme.
\
greatest threat among black extremist
When Seale and Newton sat down
groups to the internal security of the a governmental priority,'' Adams
to compo se their 10-point platform
United States," in his annual report said .
Founded on 1he campus of Merritt
published July IS, 1969.
see Panthers, page 18

'

1

Cloc..wiH: Newton glv.. a peoc• sign; o Bloc._ Panther 1erves a young1htr duri. . tfaeir frM Mtialfast
pro9:am; and women colJect Items for a clott.lng drive.
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The power behind black colleges

·Hugo hits close to home

Speaker enthralls Cramton audience
See page 2

Charleston students tell of disaster
See page 5

\
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Fall fashions come alive

_; . Hottest clothes of the year
'
See page 12

'
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Russell-McCloud
urges students to

HU called
to-fight.for
homeless
By Claire Louis

overcome obstacles

.

Hill1op Staff Reporter

By Shrona Foreman

-

H illtop Staff Reporter

photo by Kris Smilh

Urging students to become
''mountain movers,'' renowned
elocutionist and Howard law
school graduate Patricia RussellMcCloud brought a Cramton
Audi1orium audience to its feet
Wednesday nigh! .
1 ' We came forth as mountain
movers," sa id McCloud, guest
speaker at a Howard University
Student Association-sponsored
program, ''The Power Behind
Black Col leges."
'' We have terminal degrees
from the sc hool of hard knocks;
\\'e have to be able to say, 'Mountain, get out of my way .' ''
To hurdle those mountains,
McCloud said that students must
know who they are.
'' \Ve have caused a nation of
peop le to wonder, 'What manner
of people a re 1hese?' Well, I will
tell you ·rho we are.

Young emphasizes African-American leadership in his address.

Young addresses
Blac'k burn audience·
I

Atlanta mayor stresses black leadership
By Andrea Morehead

fhe series will present variouS
alumni spea king to students about
their experiences al HOYlard and their
pos1 col lege lives. According to
UGSA coordina1or,· Eric Matheney,
the monthly event was created to expand 1he relationship berween alum-

Hilltop Staff Reporter

-·

;

•
•

The importance of African American leadership in the community was emphasized in a lecture b)'
Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young , the
:
·guest speaker at the first Alumni Lec- ni and s1uOents.
Young, 57, at1ended Howard frorTI
ture Series sponsored by the
1948 to 1951 . He gtaduated with a
Undcrgradi1ate Student Assembly .
''The job of leadership is for black bachelor of science degree from the
, fol~ to creat e an ~thnic _majority by College of Liberal Arts and later went
taking over the white majority . When 011 to obtain' a degree from Harvard
•:1
you look ai;ound, the oppressed are Theological Seminary.
\Vhen his seven-year tenure as ,
the colored people more ' than
mayor ends this year, Young said1he
whit~s," he told the audience of apv.•ill ren1ain in the politcal arena:
proximately 600 people in the Ar''As soon as I get through beinig
mour J. Blackburn Center Ballroom
Friday.
see Young, page 11
I

''We a(e diamonds in the rough .
\Ve are th~ legendary B8.rbara Jordan who reminded this nation in

pholo b} Keith Leadbe11er

McCloud stood firm as she spoke.

,;\Ve nlUSI dare 10 be different.
\Ve must dare 10 make a difference. We are today•s choice-

'

•

'

By Andres Morehead
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

I

see ' Verette,

••

•
·.

I

I

•
I

'

Rory Yerette

page 6

McCloud elaborates on the importance of exc·e llence.

I

'

For 19-year-old Rory Veretle, serving 01her.s is a way of life.
," I am motivated by. Seeing other
people achieve," said the director of
concerns and grievances for !he
Underg.~duate Student Assen1bty.
Veret1e said he is ''devoted to
uplif1ing my brothers and sisi'ers and
I am dedicated col maki11g sure the
down-1rodden and Jorg0rten are 11oc
forgotten."
·
.,
Verette said he believes his positior1
is probably one of the hardest jn stUdent government.
''I am immediately accountable
and responsible for the communica• tion process that takes place betv.een
1h~ administra1ion and students," he
said.
''If I cannot adequ~1ely articula1e

'

v
he~ famous speech· at lhe Democ,rtic National Conve nti on tthal
'there is something different about
tonight'.
'' We are Mickey Leland, the
G:ongressman \vho died an a mission of mercy. We are Alice
Walker, the woman who gave us
''The Color Purple, !' and sc hool ed us on the shades of gray.
'' \Ve are heir to Terence the
Slave who said, 'I am a hun1an being, therefore no1hing human can
be alien to me.' We a[e heir to• a
legacy. \Ve are mountain
1noYers," McCloud said.
McCloud expressed pride )'n her
3.lma mater, sayi ng she \Vas gad to
''be back· '''h,ere I started ron1 .
Ho\vard is anybody's Ha~va rd
because we are tn charge at
H oward." ·
rriccloud encouraged the students
mo be ''excellent without e.xcusc.''
''Be tl;i."11 pO\~er behind Ho\vard
lJniVersity,'' McCloud sa id.
'' When you figure that enough is
enough. Enough is not enough.''
McCloud emphasized a need 10
reflect on the past.
''\Ve need to look back to look
1·or,,·ard. Somebody sta}·ed on
their knees 10 have us here today,"
said McC!oud to a cheering
audience.

)

·veretie serves students
through ·uosA position

photo b)· Keith Leadbetter

oday's chaJ l·enge.
She urged black Americans to
e global mind~d.
''Global mindedness is emrowerme_nt . ri.1oney does not just
cross neighborhoods; it crosses
~on1inents. You don't have to be
a member of Who's Who to know
\Yhat's what because there is no
busine~s like your own business,"

added McCloud .

~n re~ponse to the natio~I drug
ep1dem1c, McCloud said, ''Drugs
have promised them a treat , but
has given them a trick, and it's not
even Halloween .''
She continued to encourage
students 10 make excellence their
standard, to ''go fer the goal'' instead of wearing it.
'' You have to make up in your
mind that a ' C will TIOI ' see ybli "'
th rough," McCloud said. ''The
best ora1or has not spoken, and
the best lawyer l1as not litigated.··
After her speech McCloud explained \vhy she \Vas insr .ed 10
becon1e an Orator.
''As one v.'ho has informittion
and inspired rnoti\•ation, I thought
that perhaps I shou ld share my
tt1oughts," McC loud said. ''People need 10 be able to hear the
spoken word.''
HUSA presidenl Daniel Good\Vi11 said HUSA was pleased to be
. able co present ~1cCloud 10 1he
1

Mitch Synder, a nationally known
activist for the homeless, addressed
an audience of 35 people Thursday
night in Cramton Auditorium.
Dressed informa1ly-,_ in jeans, a
sport shirt and a worn army jacket,
Snyder called for Howard students to
mobilize in supporting the fight for
affordpblc housing.
·
•'Those 19 million people that
Congress has been told will end up OQ
the streets if we dori't do something
... where do you think they're going to come from? GW [George
Washington
~
University],
Georgetown? Maybe, but a lot more
are going to come ·from here,''
Snyder said.
Snyder also called for students to
support the Oct. 7 rally for .the
homeless, which will begin at a
homeless shelter at Second and D
Streets, N.W., ending with a march
to the capitol building.
According to Snyder, tens of
millions of people . in the United
States are spending 70 percent of
their incomes on a place to live. He
also said that whilC military spending
has increased, nearly 80 percent of
the federal housing budget has been
cut.
1
' 1remind theln (members ofCon·gress] that there's a crisis in the country,'' he said, ''but as concerned as
1hey may be , they tell me that their
hands arc tied . They have this big
deficit hanging over their heads, yet ,
they doubled the deficit, bailing out
the S&L's."
The reason Congress helped during the savings and loans crisis and
is not actively helping the homeless,
according to Synder, is that the S&L
owners have money to contribute to
campaign coffers; the homeless do
not .
'' In just eight years the United
States has become the murder capital
of the world," Synder said . He maintained that the Reagan administra-tion had been ''racist, sexist and
bigoted,•,,:_ and had succeeded in moving the emphasis of the national·
\gcfi<err'trrfent a~ay from human
1
se rvices.
-.: ·'
'' It's a reflection of how well
they've done their jobs that this
auditorium is not filled," he said.
In addition 10 travelling to more
lhan 12·0 com munities across the
country to promote the rally, Snyder
has enlisted the help of more 1han 200
national groups and a few celebrities .
Among those scheduled to appear are
the members of Jefferson Airplane,
Dionne Warwick and Aretha
Franklin.
''We've got pro-Palestinian and
pro- Israeli groups; gay and lesbiay.

see McCloud, page 11
see Snyder, page If
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Journalism head to step down,
will take ,professor position

'

By Margaret Davis
rlilltop Staff Reporter

Af"rer 10 years of service 10
Howard's School of Communica- 0
tions,. Lawrence N. Kaggwa will relinquiSh his seat as chairman of the
department of journalism.
A search committee, consisti ng of
Professor Raymond H . Boone in the
department of journalism; Dr . Lee
Thornton, coordinator of the broadcast journalism program; and Professor William Mc Phatt er, director
of che public relations program, has
been formed to locate new candidates
fo r the position.
'' I have asked the sea rch commit tee not to consider me," said Kaggwa, 51. HC was also the iournalism
instructor at Norfolk.· State. University
1or seven years .
•

n
•

'

DATE: OCTOBER 3, 1989

•

'

'

IME:
PLACE:

"

'

7:00 P.M.
1

F ou nder s · B allrooP1
The Howard Inn

•

•

•

1

Kaggwa, who will become a fulllime journalism professor next fall,
said he won't miss the ''24-hour, '
seven-day-a-week'' job as chairman;
however, he will miss interacting with
studen1s.
''I'll miss talking to so man.y
st udents as chairman of the deparlment, the Uganda native said . But,
at 1he same time, Jjll have a little
more time to myself to do research
and writing.''
According to Kaggwa, the.cornmittee will determine the criteria needed
for the position, read resumes, and
screen candidates. However, the
university's Board of Trustees will
make the final decision on his
replacement .
Under his leadership, the awardwinning Community News stlldent
newspaper ~as established in 1982.
To date, a student television station, a television program of siudy
computerized writing labs, and mosl
recently, an advertising pro,ram,
have been implemented quring his

Lawrence

N;.

Kaggwa

tenure.
,
Some students were shocked to
hear of Kaggwa's decision· to step
down as chairman.
- .
Senior broadcast journalitm major, Rhonda Mann, said, 'Some
students will be a little bit bewildered
if he left the univers'ity permanently.

It would be a blow to the whole journalism department."

e

Kaggwa said he t'eels the .. ~
depan°ment needs a fresh perspective.
''I think it's time to get new blood
in the depanment, '' Kaawa said.
"After I 0 years, I felt the deportment
should be given the opponunity to
see if they could get another ·chairman ''
1
'
Journalism
students will be happy
to know that Kagawa will still be

around, and he himself acknowledges
that his work still isn't done.
''I' ll be here," he said. ''You're
not through with me yet."
·
<

-

T

Rmhawn Evans contributed to thu
story.

'

•

~~-.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

·Bible's blacks ocuso pro essor's book
By Michelle Hord
Hilltop Staff Reporter

~fter eight years of research, Dr.

~!'I n Hope Felder, a professor at the
n.o~c:ir~
University School of

D1v1n1ty, has released his study on
blacks .in the Bible.
''Troubling BiblicaJ Waters: Race,
C:lass and Family,'' publishej:I by Or-

bis Books of Maryknoll, N.Y., investigates the presence of blacks in

the Bible.
According to Felder, his 233-page
paperback dispels various biblical
myths, such as the notion that blacks
had no ''suqstantive history'' prior to

Felder 1lgn1 "Troubling Biblical Wams: Race, Class, .and Family."

1600.
lhere is evidence of black influ~nce in the shaping of biblical narratives thousands of years befdre
Christ," he said.
Felder, a professor of New Testa1
ment Language and Literature at

black, Afroasiatic, or Negroid does
not matter. The substantive point is
th11t they were not Caucasians," he
writes.
Felder, 46, comp let ed his
undergraduate degree in philosophy

liberal, nominally Christian, but
basically Eurocentric,'' he said. ''It
is-engaged in falsification of history
and undermines the whole notion of
cultural and racial pluralism.''
.
''Troubling Biblical Waters,'' also
pain!s out that the ancient Pha!aohs
of se\'eral Egyptian dynasties are,
for the most part. hli:i.r.k.
Whether we call these PharaOhs

How~rd, said the black presence in

1hr;, 81~le has been ignored.
, . 11 1s a subt le form of academic
racism, which appc!ars a! limes to be

in 1966.

HC received a diploma in theoiogy

at the Mansfield College .at Oxford
University in London, a m aster~s

aegree 10 philosophy from Columbia
University in New York, a mastCr's
degree iq. divinity from Union
Theological Seminary in New York,
and a Ph .D. in a joint program with
Columbia University and Union
Theological Seminary in 1982.
Tim 'ha·ke, a 26 year-old Howard
divinity student, said he bought
Felder's book because it is ''the most
preeminent work of a black scholar
in the, area of biblic8.l studies."
Felder became the first African·
American on the bibilcal faculty at
the Princeton Univeisity Theological
Seminary in 1978. He left Princeton
in 1981 to come to the School of
Divinity at Howard .
Dr. Clarice J . Martin, a professor
at Princeton's Theological Seminary,
says Felder's gook is an important
work.
'' It is destined to change forever
!he way.scholars, teachers, preachers,
and all serious students of the Bible
reflect upon, teach, and preach
biblical narratives," Martin said.
Felder's book, which is already in

#··x · - . - · - · - · r ·- -

Howard News In Brief
Punchout shooting
trial to begin

Groups host
~y voting drive

The trial of former Howard
University student Jamal Petty is

In an attempt to boost support
for David Dinkins, Democratic

1

scheduled to begin Monday in
District Court.
Petty, 18, was arrested on
February 10 for the shooting of
another Howard student, Wendell
Robey . The shooting followed a
party in the Armour J. Blackburn
Center.
Robey, who was a member of
the football team at the time of the
shOoting, was shot in the mouth
with a small caliber revolver . Petty was arrested by Sgt. Harold
Lacy of the Security Division im·
mediately after the shooting.
Petty is being charged with
assault with intent to kill while
armed, carrying a dangerous
weapon during a . felony and
possession of an unregistered
weapon . If found guilty on all
charges, he could be sentenced to
up to 20 years .

I

Students suspected
in Eton assault

'

.1824 HALF ST., SOUTHWEST." WASHINGTON, DC

Charges are expected to be fil·
ed against three Howard Univer·
sity students in connection with
the Sept. 15 attack on a Domino's
Pizza deliveryman, according to
S~t.

WELCOME BACK HOWARD UNIV.

The deliver'yman, -Efrem
Johnson, sustained injuries to his
right ankle and right eye while attempting to make a delivery to
Eton Towers. Howard security is
still unclear as to a motive leadiµg
up to ~ he attack.
A fourth suspect, known only as
''Brother," is still being sought in
connection with the assault. It is
not known whether he is a s~udent.

DANCE CONTEST EVERY
FRIDAY:
'
FINALS ON FRIDAY, OCT. 6
with w.~.G.C.
.
THURSDAY'S ,·' HOUSE PARTY''
ladies FREE1op.m.- 12a.m
D.J. Divine Grand Opening - Thursday Sept. 28 1op.m. -3a.m
FRIDAY'S
''D.J. KOOL'' PLAYING ALL THE HITS
SATURDAY'S ''MIX-MASTER DJ RENAGADE''
,

,

llp.m. ·S a.m._

/~

I

INFO 488-1205
'
ID A MUST - 19 yrs & up
PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED .TO DRINK ALCOHOL
CALL US ABOUT YOUR N'E XT PARTY
FREE i> ARKING
'

Wing

...........

. Supreme

!Tree Delivery 1357 U St., N.W.

I

234-3737

1

Coke, {Dlet~
Sprite,

I

OfICKEN WINGS
$2 . 99

Large (45pcs.)

S 11.80

Smail (15pcs.)

$4.30 _

X-Large (60pcs.l

$'14.95 •

,

Medium (30pcs.)
$ 8 . 75
BUFFALO STYLE: A blend of spices that uphold the tradition from Buffalo.

Wi1Jg

Grape

.65Each

;

I

I

'

I

I
French Fries .
Onion Rings
Fried Okra .

Strawberry
Vanilla
Chocolate

'

.,.ewa1
Our driven

S 5. 00 Minimum Dellvny

No

I
MozzareU. Sticks
Breaded Zuochini
Breaded Mushrooms

Swill Chocolate Candy Almond
Prallnes and Crum
Vanilla Encllab

$2. 80
$2. 80
$2

.so

TolfJ Chunk
Butter Pecan
($2.7Q)

dw:k
carry no more thMt S
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I

--I

I
' I
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joined forces to increase voter
registration among Howard
students from that city.

The groups are attempting to
obtain and send a mass mailing of
registration materials and absentee
ballots from the New York City
Board of Elections back to the city by Oct. 13.
The groups urge students to
contact their congressmen to help
speed up the process of <,>btaining
the ballots. They also suggest con·
tacting the New York City Board

'

of Elections at (212) 924-1860. For
more information about the drive,
contact the Rhomeo Club or a

member of Black Nia F.O.R.C.E.

TV Society
offers fellowship
The International Radio and
Television Society is now accepting applications for its 1989
fellowship
program
and
conference.
The applications require that
students have an ''unquenchable
thirst for knowledge about the
broadcasting and cable business••
and academic records and e.c;#
tracurricular activities that ''suggest that they will be the ·co m~
munication leaders of tomorroW.''
The fellowship, housing,
transportation, and a stipend will
be provided. To obtain a
brochure, t:ontact Maria DcLeon,
IRTS, 420 Lexington Avenue,
Room 531, New York, NY 10170,

•

..

tations at their booths, students are
encouraged to bring portfoliOs.

Hilltop Staff Rcpor1s

The Office of Career Planning and
Placement will host its 19th annual

Career Day is a free service for
''Care.ers Exploration Day'' Oct. 4 Howard students, the program is
between 10 a.m. and 4 p,m ..
funded throu.gh registratiOn fCes paid
'
The companies to attend represent bv the participa!ing companies.
a various number of fields includin2
Career Day is designed to in·
<
industry, technical services, advertis· troduce students to the variety of
ing and accounting. Some of.,, the fields open to them.
The Office of Career Planning and
companies scheduled to at!end- are Placement advises students to come
General Motors, Travelers Insurance. dressed and prepared with resumes.
The office urges students not to just
The Bank of New England, AT&T focus on Fortune 500 companies, but
and the Mairiot Corporat'ion.
' to consider the smaller 20().300 per·
•
Representatives from the respective son companies, where their impact
companies will be giving brief presen- will be more substantially felt.

I
I
I
I
I

I
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Snack Attack, French Fries,
·
and Soda
,
· . , $5.00 Tax Inc_.

I

Offer good
11 A.M, -2: P.M. Mon· Fri

-------------

I

40 WASHERS
40 DRYERS

S
.
I
Lunch pec1a

I

.•

AIR CONDITIONED

234-3737

•

I

I,

2.00 OFF

"I

':

~~~

and Black Nia F.O.R.C.E. have

~ SJlpre111e

: Any large or ,ex-large
- ~6 ! order of w ings '
Not-.id wif\ q o'* o...,.
- ~~~~ :------2:W:31;---~
-- OJ (9 ~"")
~
£~ ~
I
Wi11g V
S11prc111c
~..,,

$1. 90/ lbs.

SIDE ORDERS
$1.25
$1. 75
$1.15

•
Sun
12:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. I

I

SUPREME TEAM"

For those ~ and get togethen
(25 lbs. or more)
•Minimum 1 hour advance notice

'

.--~~ ~·
•• ~ "

ty mayor, the Rhomeo Club of
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority. Inc.,

Companies to assemble
for annual Career Day

I
I - - - _ ~ _____ - ·- -•
I
234-3737 ·
I
~
I
Wiug U
S11prc111c

You buy and we supply the Neu cheese.
'
~
MILD: Forthosewhoarenottoowiid ... trylhemild.
· ,
1
MEDIUM: These wings are our premium; so, if not the mild, try the mediull\.'
'
I
H~: Show us what you got... try the hot.
,
i'fDELlVERY HOURS, I
K. o:s, Don't :"'en try il They're too hot for ya.
'
.
.
II
CAJUN: New Orleans to the bone!
I
Mon - Sat
I
SPICEY: These are mildy 's piced with a garlic twist.
11:00 a.m·. - 12:00 a:m. L
BAR·B-QUE: You know what these are. Give them a try.
tnCKORY SMOKED QUE: Yes! Summer J nytime.
tnCKERRY SMOKE: Go country
TER.IYAKI: The tradition of Japan lives on.
TERI-QUE: .Have a Japanese·Summer anytime.
HONEY MUSTARD: For those who prefer sweet, yet sour.
LEMON&: PEPPER.: A delicate blend of spices with at touch of leinon.
PARMESAN & CARUC: Piu.a never tasted this good.

---~ ~

•

Pirty candidate for New York Ci-

234-3737

Sbnklst,

A. W. Rootbeer,

Snack Attack (8pcs.)

_,_--:...,~S'-~

•
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I
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I
I
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Harold Lacy of the Security

Division.

1

-

'•

•

i

see Felder, page 6
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Free
'
Snack Attack
with purcha11 001any ex-Iara'
order of w ings

Not Valid with any othar otter

2

I

COLORED

T.V. 's

3325 Georgia Ave.
corner of G~o rgia Ave. and Morton St.
next to TRAK AUTO

*allendant on duty 24 hours
OPENED 24 HOURS
TO SERVE
BOWARD STUDENTS

•

•

;

•
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H1omeless get an option

Local
-· - ----

•

District garbage bill
·gets heavy criticism

,

Green Door offers assistance to mentally ill

recycled.
However, he said, j'Building ·
incinerators and recycling are •
not compatible.''
Bryan Bence, a recycling
campaigner for Greenpeace USA on Connecticut Ave., said
that the provision allowing the
upgrade of the incinerator will
limit the overall effectiveness of
the act.
''The District cannot have a
successful recycling program if·
it uses incinerators,'' Bence
said . ''They want to spend $100

By Lisa Shell '.
By Sherri Milner

for the mentally ill, tlte Green Door
creates a clubhouse environment that
encourages members to take respon sibi lity for their own rehabilitation.
It also provides housing for

H illtop Staff Reporter

. 9r

the estimated 10,000 people
l1v1ng on the streets of the District
80 percent are chro11ically mentally
ill. With nearly 500 more slated to
~eave the area's hospitals in the com~
1ng year , 1he problem
of
hontelessness is becoming increasing- \
ly Se\•ere, advocates for the homeless
say.
1-1
. Throughou1 the country, organiza11011s are stri_v ing for alternatives to
the homelessness that deinstitu tio11alization brings. A leader i11 this
effort is the Gree11 Door at 1623 16th

S1.

.

• . "Our n1embers are some of the
r1ee~ies1 people ' in society,'' said
Judith Johnson, director of the
Green Door. ''They are forced to

Hilltop Staff

members by leasing apartments and
homes throughout the city and by
establishing socialization, employmen_t training and job placement
services.

pholo by

Oani~I

Williams

The Green Door often housing, recreation, job training and pla cement
to the homeless in the District who suffer from mental illnesses.
•
•
vocate for the mentally ill who
ly ~ ill," sa id Co lli11s, who was
devotes hiuch of ltis time to the Green
diagnosed with schizopl1renia.
Door.
''We're simply people tl1at 11eed a lit ·
As president of the advisory board
tie help to get through tl1e day ." tl1ere, he assists in the planning and
Francene \Valker, director of
operation of the fac ility. He also
development at The Green Door, ex volunteers his ti1ne both to job_train:
plained that the goal of the program
1
Ing for tl1e 111en1bers and cr isscrossis to get tl1e mentally ill involved
ing the col1ntry as a program
again in the things they \Vere doing
representative al co11fercnces that
before they beca111e ill .
sha re experti se about clubhouse
operations for the deinstitutionalization of the chronically 111entally ill .
Collins is on the U1strict's s1xinember Dickson Implementation
Monitoring Committee that monitors
the city's mental health programs. He
serves with 1he private organizations,
Informa1ion Protection, and Ad vocacy for the Handicapped, a group
which prin1arily helps youngsters i11
the school system.
On the national level, he participa1es in the Na1ional Alliance for
the l\1entally Ill , a11 organization of
pare11t s and friend s of tl1e mentally
i II .
Collins's story isn't too unusual;
many retirees fi11d satisfaction ir1
co mmunity work. The difference in
- Rob Collins
this story is that his advocacy for the
, mentally ill s1ems from his own
experience- Carter is an eight-year
''These people are not retarded,"
me1nber of the Green Door and has
been a patient i11 S1. Elizabe1h's 12 she said. ''Some of tl1em have been
in the hoSPital for 20 years and
times during his life .
His vie\v , as an insider working on haven't donC ~nythi11g for thc111se lves
the out side, has n1adc hi1n an ar- in that -time . Tt1ey jusl need so1ne
ticulate spokesman for. the mentally h~lp getting bac k i11to tl1c S\ving of
ill and an advocate wl10 can work things.''
· She said tl1at 111 os1 of tl1e c li er1t~ ai
with such peop le i11 ter1ns they can
The Green Door arc victi111s of
understand .
' 'My wisl1 , if I cou ld have any !hat schizophrenia . l 'l1ey hear voices. arc
l " 'a111ed, would be to remove the afraid to talk to people a11 tl Sliffer
s1ig111a society has put on the me11tal - from delusio 11s.

Given such odds, the successes at
the Green poor are outstanding,
Johnson said, especially wtien compared to national figures. ,
The cost per : patient at St .
Elizabeth's averages $85,000 per year
while ~t the Green Door, the annual
cost per individual is $6,000.
The national re-hospitalization rate
for chronically mentally ill people is
50 percent; at the Green Door, thi s
figure is 9 percent._

•

''My wish, if I could
hpve any that I
wanted, would be to
remove the stigma
society has put on the
mentally ill. We're ,
s,imply people that
need a little help to
get through the day.''

'

'
pholo by Daniel Williams _

Of the 10,000 people living on D.C. streets, 80 percent ore mentally ill.
face life with mul1iple handicaps., Twenty-five pe,rcent of Green Door
11ot only do they have to grapple with members are employed in paid jobs
the crippling effect s of their me11tal in the comm unity .
illness, many lack a basi<: education,
''The homeless in the District are ,
and most lack vocational skills or ex- by and large, victirps of deinstitu perience. ''
tion~lization .i 11 the absence of comShe said th at 80 perce11t of their 111u111ty services ,'' 1Johi1son said.
men1bers are bla~ k . 41 peri.:e nt have '' Too often, the s~lutions to the
not con1ple1 ed high sc hool, 77 per- hon1eless iss ue are leaving the mence n1 have schiLophrenia, a11d 51 per- tally ill in the hospilal , leaving them
ce111 a re on :.llp()len1cntal se1.' urit)' 011 the s1ree1s, o r putti 11 g them in
111come.
sl1el1ers . But there . is a bett e r
. Fol1nded 111 1977 011 1he pre 111 ise a lte r native- The G reen Doo r 1l1at co mp rr.:l1enSi\e i.:on11nu11it)'- \vhere members can focus on wha1
_ based services for the i.:l1 ro11icall) 1t1ey ca r1 do and give, a11d not on their
J11c11t <1lly ill co11ld stop clir.: 11?\0]\•i11g r11cnt ;~I ilt11ess."
door hel"'een the i.:it) · ~ sireec s,
Bo b Collins, a retired public school
shelte rs a11d St. EliLabeth's H ospital teai:lic r a 11 d fathe r of fiv e, is a n ad -

RfpOrter

Compromising j· on waste
management legislation, D.C.
Mayor Marion Barry and the
city council meshed into one
plan provisions for paper
recycling and the construction
of garbage incinerators.
The D.C. Solid Waste Act of
1988 marks the first time any ci1y has combined recycling, a,
measure taken to prevent pollu1ion, and incineration, a pro·
ced ure that pollutes the air.
The mayor's waste management plan, aimed at upgrading
the Benning Road incinerator ,
was a project the council believ·
ed would defeat the purpose of
their recycling plan.
An Oct. 1,. 1989 deadline was
set for the recycling provision,
bu1 last week businesses were
granted an extension until Dec.
I , after complaining that they
did not l1ave enough time to
prepare.
Si 11gle-family households
must adhere to the original
deadline despite the opinion by
some that the District has not
implemented an educational
plan to encourage full participation by residents.
Lisa Co llaton, outreach
cqordinator for the Environmental · Action Foundation's Solid \Vastes AJter.native
Prgject, said the city has shown
a lick of commitment to the
recycling pl'.ovision of the act.
_. ,o •we would11't be in the
sitUation we are i11 now- b'eing
unprepared as the Oct. I
deadline approache'S-if there
had been some efforts on
behalf of the city' to educate the
community about the benefits
· of recycling,'' she said.
Adam Maier, a member of
tl1e Public \Vorks Committee
1111d o ne of the two writers for
the reC}'cling proposal, said the
c urre11t law requires that garbage in cinerators be constructed or upgraded until 25
pe rce nt o f the waste stream is

''The District c(ln·
not have . a successful recycling
program if it uses
incinerators. Burning trash f and
recycling afe not
complementary
technologies. ''
-Bryan Bence

million on the old incinerator
on .aBenning Road . , ·- [but]
burning trash and recycling are
not complementary technologies.''
I

· Margie Kelly, toxics campaign assistant for Greenpeace,
agrees. Sl\..e said, ''We are opposed to incineration as a solution. for solid waste management . We want the city to show ·
a commitment to the recycling
provision.''
Kelly explained that when the
incinerator burns garbage,
dioxins and furans are created.
When inhaled, these pollutants
cause lung diseases and
respiratory problems. ·
Tara Hamilton, a n\ember of
the Public Works Committee,
Said, ''We are reviewing the
mayor's plan involving the inci nerator . We do not yet have
a definite [response] ."

t
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Signet Banking Corporation, an $11

bill~on middle atlantic, high performance, financial lead~r, has lraining opportunities in Commercial

Banki11g, Community Banking, Ballk Card and Bank Operations. Trrining opportu11ities are available irt the Di,,_s trict of Columbia, and
across the states of Maryland and Virginia.
!'

'

Our banking trainees receive training in credit, sales, manageme..;'t , and other major functional areas of banking, dltring a .fleXible
program lasting between 12-.24 months. This ''hands-on'' approach gives excellent exposure, and gives candidates a total picture of the
financial ibdustry which is necessary to build a successful track record of performance.
•
r-

•

•

~ignet prefers candidates that have major concentrations of study in one of the followi11g: a .c counti11g, finance, general busii:iess, ma~agc
ment, or marketing. Of course, we will accept candidates who have majored in other areas but do require that our commercial cand i d ates
have foundations in accounting and finance. Preference is given to well-rounded candidates who have had meaningful involvement in
extracurricular ,o r community activities as well as outstanding acaqemic records.

-

-.
r

ene~etic

motiv~ted,

If you are
and
possess excellent interpersonal skhls, exhibit a busi11css n1indset, and can demonstrate an outstand ing
sales ability, then Signet would like to learn more about you. Qualified candidates that mCet the above profile should contact the Office
of Career Planning and Placement for additional information on ft1e.
_

,

•

'

•

•

'

•
'

We an: an Equal Opportunity

Employ~r

•
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By J o An Rochez
Hilltop Siaff Reporter

Alt hough the destructive winds of
Hu rricane H ugo whipped through
. parts of the Carolinas last week, one
H oward student expressed relief that
~er home was left \'irtually
untouched.
Sherry Bingley, a sophomore from
C harleston, S.C., said her family waS
lucky considering th!;'.' damage ochers
suffer!!d.
Even • though her sister's 1988
Mustang was damaged by a fallen
t!ree, the hurricane left her house in·
tact. Her neighbors were not as
fortunate . r
According 10 Bingley, her next
door and cross-the-street neighbors

Court Justice asks blacks for support before history re.oeats itself

lost portions ofl{ hei r roofs.
;
A fami ly around her corner lost
their entire roof.
'' I'm thankful that we were fortunate enough nol 10 be damaged at
all. But it's saddening to thi nk that
things will never be the same. The
place where I grew Up won't be like
tha1 anymore," Bingley said. ·
Cassandra Robinson, a junior
English major, does not even know
if anything has happened 10 ~er home
because she. has nol heard from her
parents since Sunday.
Robinson said her parents left
Charleston and wen1 to Alaban1a ·•
however, they have no[ contacted her
since their scheduled return 10 South
Carolina.
''When I first heard abot111t1e ht1r-

By Jason B. Johnson
Hillrop Staff Rcpor1er

.

the consequences.
Supreme COurt Justice Thurgood
Marsha.II issued this challenge at the

pholo b ~ Kim J n hn ~nn

_,

'

I

'

combined market

I
'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

'

African nations and the Caribbean
1
may see an increase in trading between their countries and the United
Stales resulting in an increase in
economic strength at the"end of 1992.
According to Satish Wadhawan, a
H oward Universily economic pro:;
fessor, the European Community's
1992 pla.h to become a single market
cou~ cause the United States to increase trade with. other countries, ,_;~
l?articularly in the Caribbean.
; · The European Economic Com- Community's merge might have
munity is planning to unite their favorable repercussions on West
12 members creating a common Africa.
''The 1992 Europe will not be a
market. The result would be a $4
trillion market of 320 million people. fortress Europe, but a!artnership
. ''Europe as a single market will Europe ... any increase prosperity
-probably become more self-sufficient accruing to the member-countries of
and self-reliant because they will be , the (European) Community as a
able to trade domestically," result of 1992, will result in increased concessional-aid flo,v s to West
Wadhawan said.
''They will be able to export more Africa," Obasanjo said. •
The obstacles that remain for the
but may not need to import .
Therefore, the U.S. might not be able free movement of people, goods and
to export or import as much as services, and capital between the
previously with Europe. The U.S. 12-member European community,
wi ll have to look to other ..;ountries will be swept away by the close of
1992.
'
for trade,'' Wadhawan said'9'
According to a 'report by the EuroCompany sales of the U.S. in {lie
12-nation E uropean community ·are pean Economic. Comm unity, there
will no lo nger be checks at the fronover $500 bill ion.
General O basanj·o of West Africa t iers between member st ates.
Add itio nally, goods wi ll move
believes the Eu ro pean Economic

Bla~k

Aplerica has been warned .
Fight back against racism, or suffer
f

see H11go, page 6

prop~se;s

By Jenni fe r HQward

..

'

5

Marshall .fights against racism

Howard students ·
feel impact of Hugo

.
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•

Europe

.

freely throughout the commu nity,
companies will be able to offer thei r
services throughout the com m unity,
and pending the development of a
common currency, the co mm uni ty's
citizens will be able to travel
throughout the Community with the
currency of their choice.
The common markel is scheduled
for completion by Dec. 31, 1992.
In the common market, each country involved will be able to trade with
one another as easily as inter-state
trade within ihe U.S.
According to a newslet1er fro m the
European Community, ''The E ur o~
pean Community is embar ked upo n
the most important 'quiet revolutio n'
since it was set up in 1958. This
operation will call fo r a mighty effo rt'

see Market, page 6

Second Circuit Judicial Conference,
Sept.8, in Lake George, N.Y.
The NAACP has .heard his -w ords
and begun a campaigp to challenge
recent Supreme ·Court decisions
against civil rights, hoping to find a
more sympathetic ear from the Bush

administration.
,
''For many years, no institution of
American government has been as
close\ a friend to civil rights as thC
United States Supreme Court .. . . It
is now 1989, however, and we must
recognize that <t.he court' s approach
to civil rights cases has changed
markedly, ' ' Marshall said.
According to Marshall, th~ conflict
among Congress , local legislatures
and other groups was needed to combat a court that is looking for ways .
t o roll back protection against
d iscrimination .
' ' In the past 35 years, we have trulY
come full circle. The important questio n now is where the civjl rights
struggle shOuld go from here · · · in
the 1990s we must broaden our
perspective and target other governmental bodies as well · as the traditio nal protector o f o ur liberties, ' '
Marshall isaid .
From , June 5-15, 1989 , the
Supreme ' Court heard six case's on
civil rights and affirmative action . In
each o f its decisions, the court either
struck down o r curtailed the scope of
•
each law.
The cases, Patterson vs. McLean
C redit U nion; Martin vs. Wilks;
Ward's Cove vs. Anto nio; City of
Richmo nd vs. J .A . C roson Compa n y;
Lora n ce
vs.
A T &T
Technologies, Inc.; and Jett vs.
Dallas Independent School District
are widely viewed as the judicial
legacy of the conservative presiden\ t ial tenure of Ro nald Reagan .
1
In a memorand.u m sent to its
branch offices (Crisis In The Courts)
with suggestions o n how to mobilize
the citizens o f each district, the
NAAC P discussed ,each case in detail
and offered its view on how each case
damages a separate branch o f civil
rights laws.
Althea
Simmon s
of
the
Was hington NAAC P said the focus
o f the battle must shift to the local
level and that blacksimust mobiliz1;,
using political muscle to influence
politicians.
'' It is absolutely imperative to have
those cases overturned. Activity from
the political side must be taken ..

1t'~ "~t~
•

""'I\

Vt'"

str"'(!'.I
.

•
..b4~

'
'' When the Supreme Court acts as
Simmons said the Bush administration seems to have a more flexiDle · it ~as the only alternative is through
view on civil rights than did the legislation. Blacks need to go back
· Reagan administration, adding that and through the legislature and plug
Bush's nominations of blacks to top up with law all the holes the Supreme
posts, including Health and Human Court has punched in civil rights, "
Services Secretary Louis Sullivan, is said Harrison.
Dr. J . Clay Smith Jr. , a professor
a positive sign .
Keith J . Harrison, an attorney with o f constitutional law at Howard
the Washington law firm, Heron, University Law School, also thinks
Burchette, Ru~ert & Rothwell, ·said the answer to the court's shift must
law was and remains particularly dif- be found in Congress.
' 'I think that the nation' s civil
fi cult £or minorities to break into.
H ·
·d h · d 1
d rights laws are sound to the extent
arrison sai e ts eep Y concerne
·Nith the direction of the court and he that in implementation they meet the
hopes black leaders will take new and needs of the will of Congress. If the
court does not honor the will of the
direct steps' to address the issue.
law, then Congress has no alternative
but to establish further legislation,''
he said .
·~n
This debate took center stage during the confirmation battiC of
Supreme Court appointee Robert
Bork ·in ..J987, an avowed opponent
of civil rights court activism. Harrison di sco unt s that view a s
hypocritical . ·
''The decisions that $ave rise to
jud icial activism had their rise in the
1800s, so it's not total activism . Act1v1s m t h a t ex pands politi cal
• •
freedoms and affirms the Constitution is preferable to activism that
- Keith J . Harrison restricts personal freedoms," he said.

.

·
my view, the
Supreme Court has
deci'ded that there is
not a race problem in
this country . . _'7[The
cases] all went on.e
way-against
'
•
black
•

·· ·in my view, the Supreme Court
has d ided that there is not a race
problem ~n }his country. The effect
has been to make it easier for
Cmplof ers to discrirninate willfully or
non willfully . [The cases) all went one
way-against blacks, '' Harrison said.
The ~ Reagan administrat ion, and
present mefi\bers o f the court, argue
that civil right s law was judicial activism (the argument that the court
sho uld no t make political decisio ns,
but interpret the constitution exactly) and thus, wrong.

Smith added that groups such as
the Congressional Black. Caucus can
help, but only to a certain extent . Instead, the bulk of the work must
come fro m increased voter registrat ion and political activism from the
black community.
Smith also 'said blacks need to increase po litical activity at the local
level, register to vote, vote in strengtl1
on iss ues of interest, increase
academic scho larship, and increase
involvement .. in the Republican and
Democratic parties .

•

Nation's largest church built in L.A.
mem ~er s.

Some of the programs in- 1,500 pt.:ople, Price conducted three
clude 1rellowships fo r wo men, men, services each Sunday mOrning .
Hilltop Staff Reporter
singles and senior citizens, marriage
Even tho ugh membership now exMany people haVe criticized the counsCling arid youth programs.
ability of the nation's largest church
Da11y Bible study, day-care and ceeds 16,000, Bryant said the church
to provide individual attention to its after- chool programs are .also of. does provide individulttention, but
members .
fered, as well as elementary and the development of , e Christian
relationship is dependen upon the in·
But according to Flo Jenkins· juniofi high schools for members.
Bryant, execut ive directof o f the
Crenshaw Christian Center financ- dividual and not the ~star .
' 'Dr. Price is teactllhg that you
C renshaw Christian Center, most ed the dome through contributions
members Qf Faithdome, which also from members and other donations . must .have an individual.:-r elationship
happens to be the largest black' According to Bryant, the center owes with Christ. People should depend on
church, feel at ho me'.
less than $2 million on the $9 million God rather than on man and that includes him [Price}," Bryant said.
Rev. Frederick K.t.. . Price, pastor· structure.
The center and the Faithdome are
Bryant said that there is no reason
at C renshaw, opened Faithdome
Sept. 10. The sanctuary , located in located in the south central section of why members should feel lost or
Los
Angeles,
sea t s
10,145 Los Angeles, on 32 acres that former- isolated.
' 'The Faithdome is not a cold and
ly w~ Pepperdine University.
worshippers.
According to Bryant, the church' s sterile place. It's a beacon of light in
Ralph Hodge,
master of
ceremonies ' at Living Color spon- first service brought in more than a ghetto where a lot of people don't
sored by campus Crusade for Christ, 8,000; about .).;{KIO were present at the have any hope. It shines out Of a
place where people say there 's
said that large congregations usualfy second .
Price envisioned the dome after darkness.' '
, are open for mishaps .
,
The church' s opening holds special
' 'When I come in conta!l:t with visitioi the building that housed
larg~ congregations, which rltay be Howard Hughes 's Spruce Goose in significane to Price, according to
Bryant.
about 2,000 members, people have Long lleach, Calif.
' 'The succCsS of the Faithdome
. Construction for the wh ite
expres ~ed that they feel like r a
number," said Hodge, a junior aluminum dome began in January of should be letting people worldwide
1987 and was completed on Sept. 5, know that God's word works and the
chemistry major .
people who work for God's word
''It' s not .that the church shouldn't 1989. ~·
Price, 57 , founded Crenshaw reap the rewards from it. It also
be growing, but you have to worry if
people wi.11 be getting the individual, Christian Center in 1973 with about shows that if your focus is right, it
300 members. The membership greW should work for you no matter What
attention 'that they need. ' '
Bryant said that Crenshaw does to 5 ,500 regular churchgoers. color you are and it takes away a lot
provide groups wid classes for their Because the center could only hold of the excuse~. " Bryant said.
By JoAn Rochez

4ngolan leader seeks aid
Sm1tl1 Corona prc::st::nts tl1ree prodt1cts tl1.ir ca 11
l1elp 111ake schoo!Work acade111ic.

The S1nith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Wor<l
l)rocessor is iii a class by itself. It's so compact it can
fit in tl1e most co1npact dorm roon1.Yet, tha11ks co
features like a .bt1ilt-in disk ·dr ive, 100,000. characrer
DaraD isk capacity. and a crystal clear di splay. it
n1akes it easy to transfor1n B's into A's.
For those who prefer an electronic typewr1ter1

the Sn1ith Corona XO 4600 1s the typewriter of
preference. With its 16 character display an~ ap·
proxi1nately 7,000 charact.e rs of editable 111e1nory.

you ca11 l1ave the convenience of word process ing
features with the simplicity of a typewrite r.

Of course, the pocket·size Spell-Right" 300P
also cotnes with impe~c,: i, b\e refere11ces. 111 t his
case. a bt1ilt-in electro1,1c dictio11a1y, a t l1esaL1rL1s,
a calcL1 lator. e\1e11 a collectio11 of challe11gi11g
word ga111t'S.
So if yol1 1re tl1inki11g Magna Ct1111 Laude at

the ~nd1 of this year. ·-·
don t forget to th ink :
S1n1th Corona at the
beginning of th is year.

Ill
T

SMITH
CQRQNl'I:
TEOHll.OGY

~TOUCH -

Special to the Hilltop

Jon&s Savimbi, leader of the
United for the Total Independence of
Angola movement, will arrive in
Washington D.C. Oct. 1 to discuss an
approximate $80 million i-n U.S . aid
with the Bush administration.
A iroup of religious and anti·
apartheid organizations, including
the newly-formed Angola Foundation have made plans to protest the
Savimbi visit with roving pickets.
The meetings with the Bush administration have been scheduled in
spite of recent reports of human

rights violations by UNITA and the
recent collapse of peace negotiations
between Savimbi and Angolan President Eduardo Dos Santos.

UNITA and the Angolan government havc;: .been engaged in a 14-year
war which has made Angola the
country with the world 's highest amputee rate. According to the International Red Cross, almost 400,000

people have been killed., Children
under five constitute the greatest
number of casualtiC$.
•

sim1tar visit by Savimb11o:1.St year
was cancelled reported.Ir because of
pressure from protest gfou ps.
A

•

•
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Verette
continued from page 2
'

'
to people on both sides
each of their
needs, then I have not done my job,' '
he said.
A sophomore, Ver.ette believes
leadership cipabilities transcends
race, sex or age. He said he has the

ability to find the right answers to

problems because of his ''go-getter
attitude .''
''I am diligent and able to effectively talk to the administration and
the students on a professional level, ''

he said.
Verette said he has future plans of
'becoming a lawyer with a specializa-

tion in consumer Jaw. Interested in
social issues, he said he wants to help

those who are often excluded from
the political process.
''l want to fight the rights of pea-.
pie to government; similar to m)t
fighting for students to the Howard
administration.''
His job .with UGSA began iii early
summer when he assisted other
assembly members in ogranizing programs for the year.
·
·
He is now working as chairman of

two special projects: a week of events
celebrating the Martin Luther King
Jr. holiday and the (Doug) Wilder for
Governor Committee. Wilder, a
Howard alumnus, is seeking to
become the first black governor of
Virginia .
''We hope that the planned activiijes will· help unite HoWard
students and the community,''
Verette said. ''We need to ~e willing
to do more 1volunteering, andl get involved in the politicaJ ·process ," he
said.
The director also wants tQ make
classrooms more conducive tO learning by working with campus security
to reduce the noise level around certain areas.
''It's imponant to me that students
take advantage of the concerns and
grievances committee,'' Verette said .
''I am not a showcase for personal
talent, but a competent and capable
and confident person who's intensely involved and dedicated to serving
you, " he said.
Verette said he attributes his concern
for others to his mother who he
describes as 1an ''incredibly brilliant
' woman .''
'
''She came from nothing , both
economically and socially . I -have
watched her take on the role of serving others all of my life,'' he said .
'

Felder
continued from page 3
its third printing since it's April
release, has broken all records for Orbis Books. Felder said the high sales
volume is very encouraging.
''The book has already sold over
6 10CIO copies since April . This is quite
out standing for a scholarly work,"
he said.
Felder is current ly editing a sequel
to ''Troubling Biblical Waters' ' titled, ''Stoney Road We Trod ."
The book was written by several
black biblical scholars from around
the country. He said the second book
is important because it is written by
scholars who ''"J.re cou rageou s

enough to tell the truth.''
Rev. Henry Ferry, a professor of
church~history at Howard s~id, ''I'm
interested in what Cain has to say,
especially because it illuminates the
important aspects of early church
history."
'' I am thankful that I have been
able to put t.his together for the community and the black church. I want
this to be a message of hope,'' he
said.
Felder has received a great deal of
publicity for his book, including articles in USA Today and The
Washingtcn Post as well as several
radio interviews.
He is scheduled to speak )on his
book in a UGSA lecture on Tuesday,
·Oct . 17. He is also scheduled 10
speak at Rankin Chapel during
Homecoming festi vities·.

Hugo
ricane warning, I really didn't worry.
But when my parents decided to
leave, I got nervous,'' Robinson said .
''Based on the assumption that my
house is okay, it's going to be rather
awkward goin~ back home and seei,ng that some of my friends won't
have a home . I know somebody's going to be without something," Robinson said .
According to reports many people
in · the Carolinas ha~e been left
without homes-some have been
killed.
'

The Nation's Largest Black Colle~iate
Newspaper. reaches 10,000 people a
week. Advertise with us now!
-· ·
Call 636-66/67 /n8.

Market

co ntinued from page S

•

'

'

• It has been reported that IO people are dead in S.C., one in N.C. Property damage is es1imated to be over
$ I billion, residents still are without
power and schools will be ·closed
indefi nit ely.

•

Campu\.reporters:
Meet your editors,
Learn to improve
your writing
Tuesday at 5 p.m.
at the Hilltop

'

continued from page S
o n the part of the Community
member states and the outcome
should be to accentuate the Community ' s position as the world's
leading trading power."
Restrictions, tariffs and· trade. barriers for example, are problems which
exist now between the 12 European
cou ntries merging into one internal
market.
Wadhawan states that if the Constitution of the United States had not
prohibited tariffs and other trade
barriers between states, America
could not have the free enterprise
system that it has now.
To give a new incentive to European intergration, and concern for
economic and technological stagnation in the Community, European
leaders in t 985 launched a major
drive to c9mplete the single market
by the end of 1992.
''Matters such as norms and standards, government procurement, and
the rejulation of service industries,
whi'-"' were previo usly the jealously
guarded preserve of national administrations, will henceforth be increas ingly governed by Community
decisions," said Horst Krenzler,
director for external relations for the
European Community.

'' J{ will thus be for the Co~muni
ty, rather than the individuaJ Member
States, to negotiate these subjects·
with third [world] countries, thus further reinforcing the Community's ex1ernal identity and its international
weight," Krenzler said in a speech on
the single market.

Just ' as you have set high standards for a quality
education from a quality school, Motorola has set
high standards for quality in all we do. The rewards
have been equally high. Recently, Motorola was the
only firm corpbrate-wide to · win the first annual
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. It is the
highest level of national recognition for quality that
a U.S. company can receive. Achieving high quality
standards requires high quality people. The kind
' you 'II find at Motorola, a $9 billion international
' leader in the electronics indu stry, with locations in
Texas,' Florida, Illinois, and Arizona.

-

Within Motorola's various Sectors and Groups,
Engineering & Business graduates who have set high
:- standards for themselves will find an environment
that encourages goal se tting and rewards
achievements.

'

a1 .
Make Plans To Meet Motorola
Representatives At The Howard Careers
Exploration on Wednesday, October 4th at
the Aro1our J. Blackburn Uuivellity Center
'

'

I

'

•

l

'

From 10am-4pm

Join Us At A Motorola Reception To Be
• Held At The Howard Inn From
5:30pm-7:30pm in the Reeve·l,Wom

'

'

'
Meet with
Motorolans from' the
following businesses:
'

'

•

Semiconductor Products Sector
Arizona and Texas
'

S"l'UD\' FOR 0 1VE ~-EAR OR FOR 01\1£ OR 1'\\IQ 1'£Hl\•1S /1\ r
•

Communications Sector
Texas, Florida if.Dd Illinois
"

General Systems Group
Illinois

Winner 1988
I.

'

Automotive & Industrial
Electronics Group

\l,1lt:l1l111 l\.111.lrii.:l·

National -:.
Qualit~
·

Award

1.. i:• "' tl~h..-d, A 'l""': "'l

""'''""·r ""'''°" '' don'('l<"<l b\

Government Electronics Group
'

\\"I~

INTERN IN

Arizona

•

Jt•.''""

''·" ''~ '' r<"<j\Ur1'<1 . .on<! J(ntdU<>l<' "' cid \· 1" .,, .iilabk· SI ll<~"' "' ,,,,. don' 1\, ,.,,,, ~k'<l "' tll<·•r n~h"!" ...
•• n<I ''' ., l\ ,. trail"' ·nl>I'< ltllltl 1hoc1r 0 \ !<ird 1'0LI<'!-'<' I hi" IS \:Ul ·' 11n"(! .u 11 ''Kl.JU< t<-d 11•· .J l .S ( <~ ·

I;exas and Illinois

WASHINGTON, LONDON

Corporate Headquarters

•

Illinois
•

S<·•·••rJI , ~~ l<'i!t,.,, •I O~lorrl l 'n 1, ,.,,..,., l>.1\ , . ;,,, Ht•tl ·r111· \\·a~tunl(l<>n hno 111,01" "~'I !'>I tkll<""'( t·1nt1"

"' ,, ,..,.,,,,,..,,.! q1iahl1<.'<i "' "d'"'"" ''' . .1udv h>f" ,,..,. ,.,.,., • •r lor • ,,.,. ,,.. '" •• 11·rn1' L<"''"'

'

•

r
\\"lS(' oil'""" '''"''"'' r in1rru ... t11ps ,.·nl1 ('<>nttn""" · \1·nl1 lht• V.' hnt• 11<>1<,... "·uh 1l1t• 111<."llla arid
'' 11 h 1hlnk t.nik-.. G< '' •·rt1nl<"<ll nnd J<>11rn.1l1~11 ''klN<"ll ur1• 1\iu)o!ht Ill ,..·ttoor ·k·i·t·I '-"'' •·r11111<.·nl
<>I llt · 1; t I' " ho •tr< · ,, I"'1 "'· h<1l.1r~ . ,, 11<1 bv t•~ 11' ·rk •1K'<'<I JU. 1r1 l.t h' Ts SI ll t!l,n· <'lllJoll"I u 11 I1" "'I lll I"' t>I k •
1~ •II• ' ln1< ·r11~h11 ,,; .or<" 1Jll\ .,, .,1 I" Hlo t•••:tdt•1111<· ' r1,lll l h1 l.oitth "' I ~·n\I Spn11.i .,,,.d St1111n1<•rl

•

'

MOTOROLA INC..
'

Advanced Electronics for a More Productive World.
9

WRSC

'

'

The Washlqton International Studies Center
2l~ M"-~ hu .. ·u ,A,~·
~·a..tun~I<• >. II (. 20Xl2

N ~: ~·11, 2:JO
i20'.ll ~7 l27S

EO I AA

An Equal Opportuni1y/Affirmative Action Employer.
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Throughout the years, the Black race has suffered a division as a
•D
result of education, economics, and even complexion .
We ,as young, dynamic and intelligent individuals need to assume the
.responsill>ility for bur future. We need to wor·k hard today t<;> break the
chains that have held us back on• both shores of the ''seas.'' We need. to
begin her_e !and now a~ Howard university.
B,r idgihg the gap entails creating- a very clos~, open channel
relationship between Howard University alumni and the stµ dents, and our
surrounding communities. A lot of the problems and issues that we; as
I
st.u.dents,
face
today
are
identical
to
those
faced
b¥
·
the
people
of
earlier
•
generations.
.
,
.
Creating an atmosphere and milieu where our young people will. soon
•
realize their true self worth, is wh'at bridging the gap is all about. We must
make them realize that drugs, stylish cars, and' a pocket full of mo11ey does
not measure success and we will not site it as such. After all, wqat good is i.t
if a man acquires all of the earth, but in doing so, loses his self respect,
self este~m, inte'.'grity, and ultimately ..... his soul?
.
· ·
Young people of today need to reinstate the love 'of God, and of their
· fellow man in their hearts. We need to plunge back into the pipeline of
qur parents' and grandp·arents' strength, the CHURCH.
'
· . Our main purpose is· to unite the Black race and to become as one; ·
and the only 1way we can do this is PY· ........ .
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Fo11r1ded in 191 7
Et1;1ur·l1t·ch~,.

ALONZA ROBER'I' S N ,

'·'

ZACKERY P. BURGESS . Mano111n11 Edisor
LOR l 0 . BUC KNER.
0 . MALC()LM CARS ' N. £Ji1orial Ediior

.

A~\O!"to1~ l--:U11ar

•

DES IREE R0131N 50N.

I

A~•I '" //i~ /;i/1tor

Sl-IELIA M~X\\' ELL . Ca111pu• £di1or
l
SHRONA lfOREf\i1AN . 4 ~•1 c~~·' 1-;a;,.,,
ER IC SMll' H . ..m1 Campu,, fA•t<W_

ROBER'l" J. VIC KERS ..~,..,..,,,,

S l~ ER RI

IJUNNA 1'. LEE. Cop•

CHARLISA HOLLOWAY . Spom&J11°'

J)A RR,_. N MICHAEL NORMAN . c''"" fA11"'
SE RE!l' A N . COBBS . Gruplr.,., & Pro<fol('IKH! 0.ft'l"IUI
LISA L I GHT t~OOT .~P1ox/Jl('tlOl'1 A.w
KEITH LEADB~TTER , PltolOf'aplry EJ11rx
J>AUL DAVIES . A ,1~1
GENJI SA Ml' SON. A"1'"11.J~nwn~

REBECC A LI"! I LE: ChwfC''"' l:.tuor

MILNE R. local Edi10t
'
LENORA E . HARRIS . ,va1ivna1 ¥""'
·1·1N A l "RA VERS . 1~rfrnatlOllQ1 &Jll<K
51· ACEY PH_ILLIPS.

Hn1111r and 1-·;1nr>.•

£d,,,.,,_

KEITH L. ALEXANDER . T''""° EJi1or
DORA Sl'E\\' r\Rl-, .4-"' r,mp0 t-'411or •

•

.·

DONALD C l·IRIS'J' IAN . tJu,,,I<').>
DANIEL

1+<,,,,.1, f:d11'''

J. J>Ol\' DER, Bu''"~" .~"'

~

F.dit(H
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•

,\tanafl;!'r

"l"AMl\1 ~ ENGRAl\1 .
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Copping out
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Tomorrow, a group of Howard students
had planned to travel to Virginia Beach to hold
a rally at a church there at which they were
to conduct a "People's Jury" to hear and
· record testimony from those involved in the
incidents which joccurred Labor Day weekend.
In addition, there was to be a ~arch to the
steps' of City Hall at ~hich time the participants rouldl have held a prayer for the officials therein.
,
Unfortunate y, because of a pitiful display
of extreme cowardice and misplacetl priorities
by the NAAC~ the plans were forcibly.called
off. The actions of the NAACP are 1nd1cat1ve
of a serious problem in African-American
leadership.
I
The student~ are after a number' of goals
which include a formal written apology from
the mayor of Virginia Beach, student represent~tion on a review board which will conduct
ah inquiry into . the charges levied against
students during the course of the \veekend, and
disciplinary actions against individual officers
known to have overstepped the bounds of their
duties. This movement represents a positive
step forward in 'the struggle against racism and
oppression in America.
But the NAACP says that thi5i action would
be untimely, ap.d thus unwi~e, 1n view of its
possible effects on the cand1dac~ of Douglas
Wilder ror the governorship of V1rg1n1a. They
say we should r· ail until after the elections to
take aclion.
Of course we as knowledgeable African' fully in support of Wilder
. satAmericans are
tempt to become the first black governor in
the history of the United States. But we are
also not willing to give up our most fundamental and constitutional right to freely assemble
and make our voices heard.
If that is what it takes to get a black governor elected at this ;time in this country, then
maybe we'll just have tci wait a few more years;

.

we've waited four hundred already. If we make
these kinds of sacrifices to get him elected
who's to say·that the same logic won't prevent
us from engaging in struggle when he 1s
electecl?
,
~ t'or us to just accept this kind of outrage
with quiet resignatidn would be foolish and
cowardly on our part, because Virginia Beach
is only a symbol of racism all across the world .
If we do not make it clear for all to see that
black people will not stand to be treated like
animals, and that those who attempt to do' so
will not soon forget their actions, then we are
in for just more and, more of the same.
We should be suspicious of the NAACP in
the first place concerning the Virginia Beach
incident because they knew well before wearrived that we were not going to be welcome.
Why, then, were we not informed?
And let us not for~t Daniel Goodwin and
HUSA. Originally HUSA was behind the
march and rally, but when pressure was
brought against it by the NAACP, Mr. Goodwin decided to pull out HUSA's support. It
looks to us as though HUSA just seems flow
back and forth according to the political
"winds" at any one time.
But we should not necessarily be surprised about all of this. There are historical
precedents throughout African-American
history for this type of situation. In the I 960s,
organizations and leaders such as the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, the
Black Panthers, Malcolm X and Dr. Martin ;
Luther King Jr. in their attempts to fight for '
·the liberation of our people were met by opposition from the "responsible" Negro leadership who told them that if they would just wait
a little longer freedom would soon come their
way. This prompted Dr. King to write his
book, "Why We Can't Wait."
Dr. King couldn't wait and neither can we.
We've already waited far too long.

'

Apathy begets ignorance

,

•

Racism is on the rise in America; even worse to the community . Are we proving our critics
apathy1toward the betterment of the African- right?
American community exists on Howard's camThe Howard community has to realize that
pus. Tuesday night a fraternity held a pro- we are the descendants of slaves. We are a part
gram, "Who was Marcus Garvey." Wednes- of a system that has continually justified our
- day night HUSA gave a program in Cramton enslavement.
·Auditorium, ''The Power Behind Black ColBut beyond that we must realize that we are
leges and Universities;" featuring noted orator also descendants of some of the -greatest
Patricia Russell-Mccloud.
civilizations the world has ever known. It is
Nationally-recognized advocate for the the merital chains around our minds which
homeless Mitch Snyder spoke to the campus now keep us in bondage rather than the
last night. The sad thing about all of these physical chains around our han~s and feet.
situations is that few turned out to gain the emGet yourself together Howal'd, because the
powerment which comes from a true boat has arrived and it will not be here long.
knowledge of self, community, and nation. African-Americans can no longer believe in a
• These were just the latest examples of an society that gave them a small hint of liberaapathy which has raged with few exceptions tion and now wants to take it back. They can
oil this campus for years.
no longer believe in a society that has no
tramton seats I ,500 people. Time and time respect for people because of the color of their
again Howard students will jam that same skin or ethnic background.
auditorium for the Homecqming variety show,
African-Americans cannot afford to relax
Miss Howard pageant, and concerts. They will as long as apartheid exists. We cannot afford
fill the Burr Gymnasium to see a ,"Greek" to relax as long we are being beaten like dogs
show where "no empowerment of the mind" in places like Virginia Beach. We cannot afwhatsoever takes place, but they· can't begin ford to relax as long as people like Yusef
to fathom spending even the smallest amount Hawkins are being killed on the streets, only .
• of their free time educating their minds about to be referre.d to as ''another nigger wasted."
those things which ~ffect their future.
We cannot afford to relax as long as affirWe wear the shirts, the medallions, and all mative action is being overturned in the nathe other paraphernalia which would suggest tion's Supreme Court. We cannot afford to
that we · have a high level of 'concern for
relax when only 4 percent of college-age black
Afrocentric thought and actio11. But when it men are in college. The others are on the street,
comes down to actually doing something as in prison, or 1in ''Uncle .Sam's'' Army.
simple as attending a program to heighten our , The African-American community is in a
awareness-and thus our ability to chart a cor- state of crisis. As educated blacks it is our durect course of action ·for ourselves and our ty to use our knowledge and skill in service to
people-we arc unable to find the time.
our people. We must wake up to reality and
Howard has a reputation for being a school
\)rganize ourselves for the struggle which is to
far more interested in fashion and bourgeois
be waged. But, if we continue to wallow in irculture
than
in
intellectual
pursuit
and
service
responsibility, we will never truly liberate
•
•"i
ourselves as a people.
'
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Letters to the editor
I

•

•

Professing racism
does no good '

0

s l vered, and succeed against the
odds, but we must stop merely JX>iniing to .the problem .

'on television, I was devastated.
It reminded me of South A(rica
and the Civil Rights marc hes of the
1960s. How Could something like this
happen in 1989? We are not animals
a nd we will never allow anyone to
treat us that way!!
I'm sure we black s know Virginia
Beach is a racist city. Enclosed is a
flier to prove it!! A friend attended
a conference in Virginia Beach last
week . Upon attending a party that
was given by the Vir~inia B eac~
Police Uepartment, he picked up this
flyer. This fl yer is one or many c l e~r
ly condoned by th at police
department.
This type of racism will not go unnoticed. Therefo re, I urge that we
organize and go there to protest the
actions inflicted upon us by tl1at
racist city, I urge you to organize and
let them know that this will 1l0t be
tolerated in 1989.

Des Brown
Dear Editor,
ln the article titled , ''Racism 101 ," ·school of Divi nit y
the author was quite eloquent in expou.n ding the many forms of raci sm:
She said you cannot pick up a
publication today without reading
about - thi s ''new resurgence of
racism ." She must mean The Hilltop
as well .
Dear Editor,
The whole article is cynic"al and
· I am a 23·year old black college
argues that there is no resurgence ,
graduate and a member-·vf a sororijust violent attacks being reported in
~y . The past three summers
headlines while all along there was,
11986-198g) I also attended Greekfest
''A looming cross has long been bur·
at Vir~inia Beach.
ning across this country." She ends
During my first Grcekfest I notic·
on a profoundly absurd note by sayed the racism . Upon _e xiting a step
ing, ''God bless America and let the
show we were greeted by rude police
dogs beware.''
r
and their vicious dogs. Last year we
The problem is that all too often
were liarassed by police oniliorses as
·o ur leaders, spokespersons and jour·
We crossed streets.
,.,
nalists waste too much time and
This year I opted not to attend .
energy pointing out the many forms
t.Jpon seeing the tiOts and police
of racism, and never even hint at a brutality displayed by Virginia Beach
A Concerned Citizen
solution .
While they· may inspire some, i~ is
of no great moment considering that
the majority of African. Americans
continue to confront those very same
forms of racism .
I
lt would be of moment, however,
if those who chose (or are chosen) to
speak for us would strive to unite
African. Americans, not t.c\ end
•
racism, but to fight the exercise of
racial discrimination, be it institu~ tional or otherwise.
It does not matter whether there is
•
'
a resurgence of racism or whether it
has always been there. What is i~
portant al)d what we as a co~mun1:
ty must start thinking about 1s that
I
LAW AND
racism will always be ith us. Once
•
I
T'
.
S
A
&JC!<
we come to grips with at, then we
•<!?';
IT'S
1
I 1li1N6 .
should work from ther .
We can then focus o energies on
uniting our community ''under
YOU
..
.
seige," building political_ clout,
'!.OV"DN'T
NC'.V \CU
•
creating social, cultural, rel1g1ous and
UNDERSTAND
UNDERSTAND
ecOnomic institutions with a.n
Afrocentric agenda.
We can use our ancestors or the
I J - . - - - -.J' l
£
j.,_
obvious modern day examples of the
Jewish and Japanese communities.
We can build up what has been Thil ii a copy of a tt,. ' , I ul d at V'av' tla B1t1• It palice fur.c:liot.s. tt act.er
,
tom down, join what has been Iii 11 TaMib IOld by a Vil# 'a l111ch 1 1'dr at.

IJteturn to' the beach
and be COUnted
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Scott McCullom

Jan Isidore Smart

Perspectives

Murder is murder
When 1 think of home, I think of
the Statue of Liberty and all the pleasant things it symbolizes.
The right to life, libert y, and the

pursuit of happiness, as long as one
is not infringing upon another's right
to li~e. liberty, and the ~~s~it of
happiness; except, of cou , if you 1
happen to be black.
After reading some of the explanations for the shooting of Yusef
Hawkins, a 16-year old boy, I derived my own reason \vhy he was

•

ones

'I

'tf.19 .for ufm

,-,--~--iJ-~----1

country . Their false reasoning that
blacks get away with murder has been
encouraged by government officials.
.

A fc;w daYs ago a secretary in the
emplOy of our university declared to
me in a fit of peevishness: ''You are
not a privileged person, Dr. Smart!''
I wish to offer some reflections on the
significance of this incident in view
of the current focus of internal and
external attention directed to our

•

I

I

The Reagan administration work ed with unremitting fervor to undo
affirmative action programs. It
adopted the philosdphy that the white
majority should do no. more to help
blacks overcome the legacy of
slavery-, ,di scrimination, and the
deprivation
of
economic
opportunities.

univer~ity.

f'

I

blacks.
The white punk s in Bensonhurst
were not newborn babies; they were
brought up in a nation where racism
is accepted and tolerated by their
elected officials and elders. I'm not
tr1ing to blame the politicians or
senior bigots for the murder of Yusef
H awkins.

1

married with a very young
family and I am not sexually promiscuous . Starting off as an assistant
professor, I worked my way, in this
university, up to the rank of full
professor- the highest rank in our
profession .
Why, then, is there this largely
unspoken resentment toward me? I
must say that I learned over the years
that my experiences and perceptions
were nf t unique .
·

I blame

the bigot punks in Ben sonhurst who committed the obviously racially-motivated murder,
but to say that this country's gove~n
ment had nothing to do with
Hawkin' s murder would be an outright lie .

·1

'
j

murdered in cold blood.
I read that 1he young men of Ben ~onhurst were passed ~ver in favor of
~lacks for jobs, co llege admissions,
~nd schola rships .
My explanation for the young

white men's attack on Yusef
Hawk ins is the young men thought
blacks were 1heir biological inferiors,
sub -h uman, no more y,·or1hy of life
than a mosquito.
They hated blacks with a deep passion. They did not 1hink of blacks as
African-Americans, they thou8ht of
blacks as ''niggers'' and eve1, Worse.
-The bigots in Bensonh urs1, al; well
as bigots all over th~ United S[atrs,
have ~n working hand in hand with
1he political establishni.ent id this

'
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The writer is a sophomore in ·the
School of (.:ommunications
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The people next door
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Apparently, I'mnot the only skeptic. The same survey showed that 38
percent of all African-Americans feel
they sometimes encounter racial prejudice. Thirteen percent said frequently, and a whopping 9 percent
said daily . Suddenly the'' American !
Dream'' becomes tarnished.
It is even more disheartening to be
reminded that in a generation scream·
ing the cries of contemporary revolution, I have brothers and sisters who
actually believe the purposefully
misguiding reports of such surveys.
. !Lo~k around you. This is a country where a white homosexual
democrat ic cong res sman from
Massachusetts can come close to get-

pletely into the very essence of white
America. This essence is comprised
of an idealistic s.et of so.called
realities entitled '-'The American .
Dream.''
According to the poll in U.S.A.
Today, I am to believe that a black
person can now just ~ feasibly ac.
quire that colonial enclO!ed in a white
picket fe~ce (complete with a dog in
the yard) as someone of the opposing race.
·
I am also encouraged to believe
that the same family who hastingly
welcomes our btack childre.o home .
for dinner, would react as non- ·
chalantly if the two pla:Ymatcs grew
up and decided to get married.
The profound survey further insults my intelligence by inJerring that
9S percent of white America wollld
even have to ~pc with having a black
boss or for that matter the opportuni·

ting away with operating CJ whore
house in his basement apartment.
· Oops, I forget the ''honorable''
didn't know his lover was a prostitute
and he sometimes used his colonial
for, let's say, ''business.''
Let's also not forget that the congressm·an is a representative for the

Even at face value the statement
proves false. We blacks are guilty of
practicing racism even within our
own race. We have all seen the black
mother who loves the pretty light·
skin,.ned daughter more than the ug·
ly dark·skinned one.
Have we forgotten the clash bet·
ween the ''jig-a-boos'' and the
''wanna-bees'' in Spike Lee's
''School Daze?'' Did you know that
this claSh t,etwcen sororities really

This practice of his was totally ir·
rational considering the fact that
most of his .own organization were
comprised of people of those hues.
His main detractor, Dr. W .E.B.
DuBois, also became infected, refer·
ring to Garvey as being ''black and
ugly with a big head.''
With out a proper definition of
racism, all human beings can fall iQ·
to its clutches.

Even the intellectual giants of the
black race have fallen victim tp his

The writer is a junior in the School of black doctor were probably thinking, ''in a life or death situation~"
Engineering.
·

happened? ,

•

•

It is far less than assuring to
discQver that 98 percent of all white
Americans who bothered to express
an opinion wouldn't mind if an
African-American family moved in
the house next Qoor to them.
And th~t 88 percent wouldn't faint
if their six-year-old brought your
black child home for dinner. Ninety·
five percent could then cope with
having a black boss and 96 percent
would even hire a black lawyer.
Then ·they get really radical when
they vintUre to include in the same
U .S. A Today poll that 89 percent
would even visit a black doctor. I guess as an African-American, I
am exfected to feel accepted com1

If a black ra"cist
'
'
makes the statement
~
''all white people ,are
devils! '' he is not
referring to the fact
that many whites
·'
have chosen to act in
~~ an evil way. There is
''what are you doing here?''
sickness.
Garvey, the sage of
no choice involved, . ly,· There
have also been other bigoted black nationalism,
always
the evil is a function statements like, ''you need to get the refer to his light-skinned detractors
of Howard'' and ••Why don't (and there were many) with white
of his nature; his hellput
you · go home.'' What is her crime? racist characterizations such as
She ·chose to attend Howard, the mulatto, ocferoon, quadroon,
race.
school where all the non.racists are . mongrel, etc.
applied to the real world. Remember,
the reason that the proponents of this
definition was constructed in the first
place was to prove th3t it is impossible for a black person to be a racist
in America.
.
. If we were to accept this statement
as they define it, then what would account for the ''systematic'' harassment of the· white girl on Howard's
campus. She has been repeatedly ac.
costed by gangs of non-racist black
students who ask her very riiilitant-

,

D.M. Stewart

A.R. Muhamma

at birth. It is not a function of
lhought and will. ll is a function of
his genes, colloquial ly refer(ed to as
race.
On the ot her hand, if a black racist
makes the st atement ''all white people are devils," he is not referring to
the fact that many whites have chosen
to act in an evil way . There is no.
choice involved, thuvil is .a function
of his nature; his race .
In 01her wo rds, his gene pool does
not give him the capacity for any
good. This reaso ning stands true for
all racist statements.
A person who is a racis1 by necessity practices prejudice. He cannot deal
with persons of other races fairly
because he pre-j udges their motives
and actions based upon the racist notions that he harbors .
From a practical standpoint, the
argumentation of the definition cited
earlier fails to prove its validity when

Kwame ·
Toure
described
this
phenomenon
in
terms of the ''black
hates black'' syndrome. The resentment, I am convinc"
ed, is nothing but a
symptom of 'the
spititual sickness of
the oppressed.

such service falls within the latter's
job description. It is not ''uppity'' for
all of us to strive for and expect this
institution to be a de facto first irate
one.
It is not ''uppity'' for us to abhor
mediocrity and to seek to banish it
,
Almost three decades ago, Kwame from this institution. It is not '·'upToure described this phenomenon in pity'' to be impatient with those who
terms of the ''black hates black'' syn- seek to justify their own ineptness
drome. Frantz Fanon devotes several and insensitivity with arcane, ac- '
pages of insightful analysis to it in his - cusatory references to ''Congresclassic,''The Wretched of the Earth .'' sional indifference.' '
Finally,
let
me
declare
The resentment, I am convinced, is
nothing but a symptom of the unhesitatingly that 1 am, indeed,
spi ritual sickness of the oppressed . privileged. And so, ::>o, is that
secretary-who shall go unnamed.
There is good news, however. The
diseas~ has a cure! For oppressed
African-ancestored people who are The writer is a Profeisor ofSpanish in
afflic'ted with thiS syndrome, the cure the Deparrme1tt of Ra·monef!li
is Af~ocentrism i
• · '• -i
Languqges·at·HrJWard UniverSitY.'"'

'

In this climate of increased racial
tension and renewed hostilltief. the
buzz word on 1he lips of both t)lacks
and whites is racism.
Upon closer .examination
this
trendy term, one starts to notic that
it is used to describe a vari y of
situat ions.
So metimes i1 is used legitim tely,
and other times illegitimately aut
what becomes increa5ingly obvi us to
the stude nt s of this 'trend is th t the
term has taken on di [ferent me nings
to different people.
Unfortunately, we Afr ca n Americans have recently adopt d an
understanding of racism tha , will
ultimatel y cri pple us. We have latch/ ed on to a definition th t is
undeniabl y false and constitut s an
exercise in self-deception.
The architects and prOpone ts of
this definition cla im .tha l, ''in
America it is impossible for a black
person to be a racist.'' They mai(e
this stupendous claim based on the
faulty notion that racism is the ~bili 
ty of one race to systemati cal! ~ oppress another.
. ·
I
They proceed to explain t~at in
America, blacks have not bee in a
position to exercise .r3.cism be ause
the ability to systema1ically o press
belongs only to others. Aside from
the fact that this definition does not
square with reality , it is als not
logically sound .
_
In the fir st place, ''systemat coppression' ' can never be used as a
definition for racism because p ople
are oppressed for reasons othetj than
race .
Oppression is a symptom of racism
and not the sickness itself. Racism is
an idea, a thought, and a feeling long
before . it becomes a systel of
oppression .
· At this point one may ask, ' what
then is racism?'' Philosophica:lly,
racism is the notion that a person's
knowledge, actions, and feelings are
already met out to him at birth. They
are a function of the genetic pool that
ho or she comes fronl';
IWhen the white racist makes the
statement, ''all black people are
lazy,'' he is not making a statement.
about a black inan's unwillingness to
work, which is a fU:nction of the
choices that he makes in his mind.
He is saying that a black man can·
not conceive of being anything but
lazy because laziness came with him

Every human being is privileged,
because everybody is somebody. Yes,
even black folks are somebody. It is
not ''uppity'' for a 4S·year·old
African·ancestored male to be confortable with being a full professor,
owning his own home, living the
lifestyle of a professional in a city of
professionals.

ln ~ct, one of the. outstanding
messa es of the recent student u'prising wa that many students sense this
same resentment, this same need to
''put 4own," ''uppity," .boys and
~iris oq. the pa~t of the ''system'' and
its reptesentat1ves.
·

•

-"'•

•

I a

After a female investment banker
was mugged and raped in Central
Park by a group of Latino and black
youths, media 'and other public
figures did not hesitate to refer to the
youths as ''evi l," ''an imal s,"
and ''crea1u res of their enviro nment.''
Some of the gene ral public even
ca lled for the death penalty in the
case.
Well, the bigot punks in Bensonhurst are no different from the
punks in Cen1ral Park. They, too, are
''crea1ures of their envi ronment-not
poverty, but racism ."
Let ' s not forget the reason y,•hy
Yusef H awkins y,•as shot to death
y,•hile looking for a used car to
purchase.
Yusef Hay,•kins was murde.rtd not
_ because he was in the wrong·pJace at
the wrong time. Yusef H awkins lost
his precious li fe at an early age for
being black and in America.

•

Altliough, in a moment of
weakness, the remark is of profound
It is not ''uppity'' for a member of
resoriance . •Ih fact, I have been call· a university to expect thoughtful and
ed ''self-centered'' by this same per· courteou s service from another
son, not to my face, of course. I have member of the community-from the
felt for son'ie years that sentiments president to Che part·time lecturer-if
' such as this are shared by ''the
system f'' ,in place here at Howard
Univer~ity,. ·
·'
I a~ an. '1-frican-ancestorea male
professional, striving hard for the
pinnacle o.f Success in academe and
totally onScious of the service aspect
of my rofessorship.

Even at home, Mayor Ed Koch
made it ,clear by his actions over the
years that he does not care ~bout
•

'

1

'

'
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party you cling to, whose symbol
stands for the unlearned masses of

the people.

•

This is the same nation "that breeds
a.p army free to attack thousands of
black college students assembled at
the beach for a weekend get-away,
with almost no expression of remorse
and regret.
As Spike Lee urged in ''School
Daze,'' it's time to wake up brothers
and sistei:s. Even Thomas Jefferson
once said, ''I tremble for my people

•

when I reflect that God is a iust God
and his justice will not sleep forever."

ty to hire a black lawyer. A.nd surely
the 89 percent who Would visit a

,

The writer is a junior in the.School of
Communictltions.
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Speakout
•

-What do ·y.ou thipk is the best way for black students to
respond to ,_ the recent racial .~violence at
:
~Virginia Beach?
.,

"

'

•

1

''

••

'.

•

•

•

photos by Kim Johnson
'

"
•

•

•
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Lynn Jenkins
Accounting
Ju11ior
1 think that 1he black college community should definitely 'protest the
excessive force used by the police at
Vir.ginia Beach becaUse·it was totally
· ur1neccessary. But, conve rsely, I
think we should also address our own
behavior which I feel played a signifi-

•

Marlon M. Murra)1

Civil Engineering

J:onya Miller
Theater Directing

Senior·

~J_ unior

1-"resbman

Charles Jones

cant role in the' series of events.

•

Leonard Newman
Accountipg
Fresh min

Business

I thin k that the black intelligensia

I feel that black co llege students

as a \vh ole needs to take ac1ion and
respond co the Virginia Beach incident. The S1a1c of Virginia.'s
outrageous a c11o
' n sl1ould be brought
co court, injurid paFties shol\ld see k
reparatio11s and the true stqry' should
be known.

should take our business somewhere
else where it is welcomed; in:stead of
investing our lime and mon·ey into a
ci ty that obviously does not welcome
us. Point blank, boycott!

!

I believe that it is our duty to jreturn '

Michelle Williams
Physician 's Assistants

Junior

I feel that the black stude nt s that

I feel that blac~ co llege_students

to Virginia Beach again neJ year ' were present at Virginia Beach should
because if we do11'1, we would /be let - file suit against the Virginia Beach
ting our past violent activiti s that
law enforcement agencies. The
resulted in death and destruc ion of classmates of the people whose rights
1he black race retur,1·.
were infringed upon should support
them. A petition may be needed for
signat ures but it shouldn't be a pro blem of finding support.
;

should continue to hold their parti cular social gatherings but they
should 1ry to plan organized functions and this would cut down alot of
idle time to get it1to trouble.

'
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Happy Aniversary Pretty Lady.
Your best friend
A p h t w·th G
1
4-B!;f e
1 a ause
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Human Resources Depanment
P.O . Box 1138
Baltimore. MD 21203
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So if you're looking to grow in
your field. ,there's no better place than
USF&G .
•

l,

..

! OPEN 24 HOURS- :
:
TO SERVE · -·
*
!HOWARD STUDENTS!
*

The insurance and financial
setvices indlilSny provides more opportunities, in more fields, than you can
imagine. And one of the most successful comrinies in this field is
USF&G witln over q;13 billion in assets
and nearly ~2,000 employees.
· USF&G has excellent opportunities availablJ for graduates who have
made Accol\nting, Computer Science,
Management Information Systems or
Mathemati~ their field of endeavor.
, These opportunities exist at two convenient Baltimore locations: die
35-story bu4ding at the Inner Haibor
and the beautiful, state-of-the-art center
ip Mt Washington.
'
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Polly (38-A-87) 1
•
You have always told me that actions speak louder than words. During
this iime thot .!re have been together, my every aC!ion and thought has
been devoted ta making you happy. I hope that we will have so many more
each other. You are the best thing that ever happened

Our Representadves Will Be

On Campus Friday, ·
October l13th. To Schedule

.An Interview, See Your

..

College PJace:ment Office.
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and Athleti c Director William

MEAC

Moultrie, because Jeffries had to
work so hard lo get what he needed

for his program.

Va. Beach

The players complained about
their living conditions. Renovation

continued from page l

continued from page 1

has since begun of the athletic dormitory, Cook Hall, and of training
facilities in Burr Gym.
One former player , commenting
on the lengtl1 of time it took the team
ro get their championship rings went
iiO far as to say ''[Moultrie] never
wa11ted us to get those rin~s or cham pionsh ip. I hope he' s satisfied that
now we don't have them. I might as
well take this [ring) off now ."
Although Free said he thinks the
matter is essentially-handled, university counsel Francis Smith said the
school has yet 10 issue a final report
of their investiga tion to the MEAC

season ended, the Bison failed to get
an at-large bid to the Division I-AA
playoffs despite being the No . 1 scoring offense in "the nation and having
top rusher, Harvey Reed . As a result
the university sued the NCAA, clai1ning subtle racism .
Nothing ever came of the lawsuit
and some have said the sit~ation the
Bison have faced over the last few
months is quite ironic, considering
the problems the program faced after
Jeffries departure .
Inside sources have said there was
;1 nirnnc:i1v- i'-re•••i11p h r t ••'•',.. n leffriec:

-

ancl 1he NCAA .

'

American community," said
Elizabeth Morton, one of the
organizers.
''There were injustices committed and something has to be done,''
said Morton, who is a senior
political science major.'' It should
not just be the NAACP that

responds, but all black people
should respand ... this whole issue
is about fighting racism wherever it
ex.ists." she said.
The ''Peciple's Jury' ' plans to
preduce a comprehensive document
outlining eyewitnesc: accounts of

TkE HillTop is TkE NATioN's LARGEST blAck
collEGiATE NEwspApER. AdvERTisE wiTk us
TodAy! CAll 6J6-6868 ANd Ask foR GENji
SAMpsoN.

'
'

have plans for a march and possible prayer vigil.
Studen!s want the follo1"ing
demands met:
I . A formal apology f roni the
mayor of Virginia Beach.
2. A~reements from the city that
if ) specific organizations want to
hold festivities on the beach ~ the

organizers negotiate with cit;; officials ]prior to the event to ensu(e
that both sides know what to
expect.

'

•

Cook

3. All charges imposed on

1

l'Onlinued frQm page

citizens between the period of
September I and September 4, 1989
be revieWed with a representatiVe of

•

room, office space for the coaches
and, JX>Ssibly, a11 additiona1 building,
4. Appropriate 4isciplinar ~ action be brought against those in- r said Quinton Worrell, p ro ject
manager for the re11ovation.
dividual police officers who brutally
Worrell said that re11ovatio11s are
attacked blacks during Greekfest .
expected to be completed by 1991 .
Freshman football players living in
Drew ~ay they wol1ld ha ve pret'erred
living with 1heir uore rcla-.,n 1 en
teamn;iates.
··w~·re 0 11 1J1e floor with-a lot of
band ljl1Cn1bers, a11cl tl1e)' reajJy dori't
respeqt the ract 1!1at we liave 1 0 get
up at ~ a.m. e\•e'ry morni:1g for study
hall and th ey pl:.ty their in strt1oents
late at nigl11 ," said Robert (';arpenter .
''I think that they shoL1ld ha,·e kept
the team together bcr:ause, even
though wt sec tl1e other guy~ at practice, we don't have the same br0therly Ull ~ty th at \Ve W(lUld if \\ C lived
together," lie s~1id . •' "l' lie)· '''<luld
'
always be around if we l1ad Problems
or need to k1tO\\" wl1a1 classes to
tak e.''
''It's bad 1·o r the fres!1 me11· b~al1se
rhe u,pperclassman/ freshman _ relationship is not 1t1ere, '• Davis said.
'' We can't shOYt' 1hem the rope-sand
•
help the111 out ."
•
Carver reside11ts say li ving with the
•
football players has been a 1ea ~ n ir1g
'
experie11ce for rhen1 . They say tl1at,
despi1,e slight cot1cerns alJ:)O t 1he
· noi se level and cleanliness , tf1ey are
findi g the tea111 1ne1nbers are differen than tt1cy expected.
J
'' F otba ll playe rs have a reputa1ion or bei11g \vild, b11t by livi11g
around them. many resi dents are
realizlng !hat they arc <>t l1dents just
like everyone else." said Resident
Assislant Anth ony Branch.
''Problems \vere ;tJlticipated, but
so f<j.r, CVCf)'ti1i11g J1as rUll \'ery
~sm 6ot hly ," S<tid Carver's resident
counselor, Willia111 Br.vant . '' At first,
!here was a little resc11tn1ent 011 the
par! ~f the residents, but that has
disappea red ,'' lie sa id .
Coo k Hall tio L1sed approx in1ately
191 a1!1le1es last year. \\i.!1en the plans
for re110\•atio11 v.·t:re finali7ed , 1t1c ()f1

the student's choice.
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-Anthony Davis

Snyder

,

HOWARD

UNIVERSITY

a11d 1he Ron1an Ca1 l1olic
Chu rc h. Folks \vl10 ca11't eve n c:ta11d
each other are 1ogethcr talking a\lo11t
the hc n1elcss, •· S11 yder sai d.
He also explai11ed rhat rl1er~ \\·ere
g~oups of people, including homeless
~eople from ott1er cities, coming to
the rally b) '''hatever n1ea11s they
could .

•

'

BLACKBURN CENTER
..

•

'

McCloud ,

>

CAREER FAIR

•

conti11ued frofn page 2
•
'

I

i

studen1 body.
''We knew she \vas a po\\·erf ul
speaier. I a rn so prol1d . St1e givei;
us an opportunil}' to re\·~re a black
Woman. ''
Student response to the spe('ch
was favorable as \Veil .

'

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Blackburn·Center Ballroom

--

.I

'

•

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.Blackburn Center Art Gallery-1st floor
•

•

Here's a chance to have your questions answered about the
challenges of an exciting and rewarding career a( P & GI
All Majors Welcome!
•

including . groups of
(hornel ess people) represent courage
and con1mitment . It shows that even
.,.,11en you're down that low, you
can"t be C\lt down flat .''
When asked by one student
whether or not programs like the
Sleepo11t sponsored by Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity and Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority rnade 3.IiY Wffe1·ence, Snyder
had n1i:xed feelings.
''l\n}1hing that we can do is a
plus," he said, ' 'because anything
does a hell of a lot more than
nothing . Qut it ain't that easy. We've
got to do a lot more than we've been
tloing. ''

·;Site gave me chiJJs, '' said Chris
Borges, a sophomore in the SChool
of' Bu.i;iness.
•
''She was very inspirational ·
an d very well-informed, said Joy3.
Cre~ r. a junior l'sychology major .
''She inspired me to go to my'~
room and bust an A in every
class . ._,
·'She kept my eyes open, my •
hands clapping, my mouth gaping,
and me standing on my toes,•• said •
Shean L. Atkins, a sophomore in
the School of Architecture. 1

1.:.Sther Pierre contributed to this story.

Young added that o~ area that ·, he
hopes will improve in the future is the
relations hip between AfFicanAmerican women.
.
''\Vomen need to learn to work
continued from page 2
together better and support t;ach
other in both good and bad times.
the mayor of Atlanta, I'm going to We need to build a supportive sociebecome governor of Georgia. I'm go- ty that allows each to be the best that
ing to continue to be a leader," lie we can be."
said.
Young, who also serves as one of
Urging students to indulge in the
10
b
ethnic diversity of Howard, Young
new mem ers of the university's said, ''God has blessed you with the
Board of Trustees, added H"oward is Howard experience where you can inknown for producing ''great minds teract with people from over 105 difand great leaders.'' ·
ferent ethnic backgrounds. Take ad. Young said the ability to lead is vantage of it."
:~~ by learning through·the written
Junior Camille Cash said, ''He is
.~ ·
·
a very charismatic personality and his,.
Re8:d to refresh your soul, to ~et .. words of encouragement about how
your mind t~ develop your own in- 10 take a leadership role were exner, human, .1ntellectual and ~pirtual cellent. •• ,
•
resources. It 1s the book that g!ves the
Other participants ·scheduled to
broa~est base of human experience," take part in the alumni series are New
he.~aid .
,
. .
York Democratic mayoral nomine~
BJack peoP_le s leadership 1s need- David Dinkins, singer Roh.crta Fl .• ,
ed to help this ,Planet ma,ke Jll?re and Congressman Mike Espy of
sense. If we do11 t, then we re going Missouri.
to b~ome i;iart. o.f t~e problem.''
Dar.ryl Anderson, the ~ iceC1t.1nlsla1n c1'"'.1l rights leader Dr. coordinator of UGSA believes the
Martin _ uther King. Jr . as an exa1!'- series has gotten off to a good start.
pie <?~ ~omeone tak1~g a leadersh!P
''The program was a success. It
role 1n times of adversity, Y·ou!1g said will set the pace for the rest of our
he wants students to also cent111ue to program,'' be saiJ . ' 'Students arc
create ··a coal1t1on ot co11- veryenthusiasticaboutthelcl;tures.''
sciousnesf .''

Young

PRESENTATION·.AND RECEPTION

'

hours C'.go a group left Los
t(t"COJT1e to Wa5t'iington-in a

•

•

.
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According to Bryant, the
assignments misplaced approximately
'1alf of the students orginally planning to live in Ca:v-:r, but he stressed
that everyo11e who wanted to live in
the dorm hacl no problem securing a
'room.
''Some of the football players had
l!vej here a:ll SlUTtffie[.._!lnd there was
no riced to make them change
rooms," Brya11t said.
Instead, residents who y,·ere assigned th.vse rooms through the lotte1)'
v.•ere placed in 1·oon1s where students
l12d not paid their money on time or
simply decided not live there, B11·ant
said .
''Like many other dorms, we had
people who decided they wanted to
stay in the Howard Plaza Towers,
a11d they either left or never showed
uv," he said. ·
K~ene said h'is office was justified
in making the assignments.
''Repairing Cook while allowing
students toJive there would not h'ave
been economically sound because extensive work is necessary,'' he said.
''Cook Hall was not originally
planned to be a dormitory for
athfetes and it is not suitable for
athletes, " Worrell said.
'' The modern athlete requires
various forms of treatment, such as
adequate training facilities, the proper study environment,"'and housing
facili1ies in order for the university
teams to remain competitive," Worrell said . '''I herefore, we are working to make sure these needs are
Ille!. "

Ange-

co11tinued fr1lJO page 2

:'

''Single rooms,
carpet and nice furniture are okay, but
Cook is still home. ''

BRAND MANAGEMENT

,

•

lice of Residence Life and the athletic
department collaborated in assigning
athletes to rooms in Carver and other
dormitories.
''We tried to be systematic and
keep the teammates of each sport
to~ether in 011e dormitory." said
\\'11Jiam Keene, dean of the Office of
Residence Life.
With some exceptions, they were
able to accomplish that goal. The
w·restling, tennis, soccer and baseball
teams were assigned to Meridian Hill
Hall, while the basketball, track, and
swimming teams were placed in
Slowe . Freshman teammates have
room assignments in Drew Hall.

& GAMBLE'
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thos'e-events that transpired during
Labor Day weekend. They also
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Season of freedom ahead in womens fashion

'

}
By Shandra McDonald
H illtop Staff RepQrter

•

n~w.

L
et it all go. Let it a\I
Be what
you want 10 be. Say what you want•to say.
This fall's rashion will not stand in your
way. !l's all about being a woman for the
full.
.
The fasl1ion industry' has gOne to great
lengths this leaf falling season to create a
market which caters to . the
needs and
.
desires of all women.
Black d~signcrs like Karl Logan, Patrick
Kelly, and Kevan Hall have areated an
African-American fashion for women that
blends wilh traditional Western styles.
Bill Blass, Yves Saint Laurent and Donna Karan are just a few of the white
designers who have respOnded to the needs
of 1oday's 0 woman, represenling almos1
every kind. SO, if your style is conservative ,
tradi1io11al, flamboyant , trendy or anything
in between, it's assured 1h.is fall's fashion
will fill every woman's closet.

'

.

\

'

'
,

•

•

\
,

••

pholos courttS}'

or Eboo}

1-·ashion t'air

Pierre Cardin's yellow cape iSWorn over straight pants with a black cap.

•'

The colors for this fall are according 10
taste. Be it black, fuschia or earthy tones;
it's in. Designer Patrick Kelly' s fal l collection focuses on primar}' colors or (3iapp}'
colors ..' '
Other co lors for the fall are chartreuse,
mat1ve, lavender, ruby , cranberry, magen \!a· berry, brown, beige, black and grey.
Esse11ce n1agazine said man}' of the
designers arc ''n1oving back to earthy or
vegetable ,1ones ." Cosmopoliia11 Fashion
Editor Cynthia Weber Cleary tells her
readers ''to watch for off-beat combos.''
Wa1ch your bes1 colors, bt1'1 make sure they·
don't clasti .
Palterns for this season are plaid ..stripcs,
paisley's, gold and silver embroidery.
Leopard is another·palterp, which designers
Kelly and Adrienne Vitadini have
highlighted.
Fabrics for 1he fall are an assortment of
tweeds, knit s, velvet, wqol, satin, crepe,
--cot1on, and polyester, that can be worn in
a dress, pants, or skict.! Remember , it 's
)'Our style.
i--.
For outer v.·ear, designer"Karl Logan has
created jacket s and trousers for v.•omen in
extraordinary fabrics called ''denegal
t\Veed. ''And to complimen1that, Designer
Jennifer George has <>'Teate'd 'voe\ capes in
a variety of colors.
Anf)e Gillar of Footage shoe magazine
says 1here is a new s1yle to j,ackets. '' Jackets

I

very, very tight.
; The baggy pants with the bt:llbottom
cuffs are making a comeback from the
1960'.s. Jodi Watley firsi made her baggy
statement in her video ''Real Love."
For all denim wearers, Levi Straus and
Wrangler have come together with
designers Katherine Hammnett and
Ronaldus Shamask to create a new
marketplace for the jean frabric. Denim
can be worn as an elegant dinner dress for
any occasion.' All you Have to do is add
some flair to it, and you're ready for any
event after five. Hawnett and Shamask
have created velvet jackets and hoods
which add that certain flair to spice up that
1
denim gown.
As for skirts, the hemline is as far up as
You want it, or as far down as you want
it. Skirts for this fall are being worn long,
short, fitted, or loose. Slits are also in.
They can be as high or as low as you want
them.
.
Shoes -for the fall are simple. Margaret
Pennes of the National Show Fair of
AmericaQsaid ''bows, buttons and buckles
are in." Ankle boots are still in as well as
mid-calf and knee boots.
All are available in a variety of styles,
tectures, and colors. Suedes, patents, and
leather shoes which are waterpr.oofed are
stylish. Bright colors can be.used, but once
again be careful with colors .
''Webster's Collegiate Dictionary''
defines style as ''individuality expressed in
one's actions and taste." ln fashion, we
can express this individuality by the way we
dress.

•

"
I

"
.-· '

•

•

,

are both close cropj,ed and free-swinging.''
Whether long or short, wild or conservative, designers have created different
styles to bring oul 1he individual you.
Sweaters are still big and baggy. Their
styles range in a varietY of shapes, c-olors
and textures. Loo~ for,, knits in both cardigans and pullovers. Remember 10 choose
quality S't\"eaters b)I looking for a tightly
kni1ted sWeater.
Also look for w901 scarfs to accent your
S\\'eaters. A wool ~ weater can become a
stun~ ing wool ~Weater with a scarf to ac·
cent 1t .
As for pants and skirts for the fall, you
can expect them tq be very tight or very
baggy. The new thing in pan1s this fall is
1he ''cigerette leg'' or the ''stirr·up '' foor,
says Cosmopolitan magazine. The panrs
come in an assortment of colors and are

•
•
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No cash'! .Catch a Media Center

Steve X has
rap down to

flick: the ultimate
By Marea Battle

•

a science

Hill1op S1aff Reponer
•

By Tracy Hopkins
H1ll1op Staff Repor ter

.

.

-

When Steve .. Jackson graduated
from Howard University in 1986, he

probably never dreamed two years
later, while teaching chemistry to
high sc hool student'>, he would make
a name forr him .. clf a'> a rap artist.

Jackson, alia\ Steve X,

i~

a

member o·f the rap duo Steve: X and
Get Ill . X majored i.n chcmi\try at

H oward and i'> pre<,cntly tc:ai.:hing
science to 11th and 12th grade
students at Edward R . Murrciw H igh
School in Brooklyn, N . Y.

He said he loves teaching and will
teach regardless of how rar hi <, rari

•

career takes him.
'
''Black teachers are one or Lhe
most important role model . , ror
young blacks," he said.
X, who has been rapping for 11!
years, said ~e was attracted to rap
music because ''it is the voice of
young black America." He al.'>o
thinks ' ''rap speaks about positive
social issUes."
Jll®cgan rapping as youths in th':S
streets of Brooklyn. He said he
became a rap artist so that he could
also contribute to the 'versatile and
changing style of hip-hop music.
While Ill doesn't foresee a decline
in the popularity of rap, he sa;:.s he
has plans to pJrsue a career in-other
areas of music, perhaps as _a rhythm
a1id blues artist-ultimately-as a

.Do you feel like seeing a good
movie but do not have the $6 for a
Georgetown theater?
Well if you just run across campus,
you might be able to catch a movie
free at the Howard University Media
enter in the Undergraduate library.
The media center contains._collec·
ions of audio-visual materials spaning from older movies and specials
on and about blacks to Japanese
movies, chemi.Stry documentaries to
lighter entertainment films. There is
something for everyone.
••As more professors find out what
we can do for ihem, it gets busier
every year," said Eric White, super·
visor of the media center.
There are carrels equipped with
video players and monitors, sound
slide . projectors, a sound filmstrip
projector and a ten-seat record
console.
1
The media center also contains a
large collection of African-American
•
films, films dating back to 1939 to the
Rap duo Sieve X and Get 111 shore o ''chemistry'' together. X uses his songs to teach African nistory.
present.
The center ·also shares in a local
·r11c duo has a currrllt singlt> tilled ··Hey Buddy Buddy'' on Select computer system network with a
niu'iiC pr11tlt1Le1 111 Ilic evc11t l11'> pre111lsa 1a11 or N.W.A a rap group Records. X explains his music is call- 1mumber of other university media
\cnt career e11d\.
·
011e of the 4t1<1li1ic'> tl1;i1111<1ke~ 1t1is 1t1at was rcccn1ly the subject of ed ''hip·house'' which he says is ''a Centers.
group uni4uc is th<il 1h1.:y ~ t1arc a 11ewspapcr hcadli11cs ror their con- fusion of hip-hop and house music; ~ 1 This system allows Howardr to
special rclation'>lli_!"l. <1 tcact11.:r-'>ludc11t ... 1rovcr!'iial lyrics.
· in other words, rapping to hbuse share their collections with other col·
leges l~ke Georg~to~n. Trinity,
X says. hf has fond men1ories of music.''
·
-relationship; Ill wa ~ a '>IUd{Jllt t11" X'.-;
Howard.
~
X also feels Howard is a good University of the D1stnct of Columwhen they rir~t met .
l
bia and American.
pl~ce for young blacks, particularly
··1 love Howard . It is a leader of middle to upper-class blacks, to gain t A recent acquisition of the media
Each rapper ha!-. t1i!-i ow11 favorite
rap artist. X admires 1>ublit: Enemy i11stitutions for black people a11d one self awareness and to identify with center is the video encyclopedia colfor their ''social consciousness and or the premiere black institutio11s of blacks from other economic lection on laser disks. Instead of just
reading about a historical event, if it
stance
black issues."
the world," X said.
backgrounds.
I

t

1

an

'

che~p
•

is recent enough, you can view it.
This is done by taking actual news
and video footage that is edited
together to produce a short documentary on the subject .
The media center is oi>en to all
members of the Howard University
commu nity.
Although
the
audiovisual materials are not the

''As more professors
find out what we can
do for them, it 1t,ets
busier every year, '__:.
E:ric White, media cen~ supervisor

latest at the local cinema or the
record stores, the collection is varied
and offers numbcrous selections to
ca;re the interests of those in
al st any fleld.
,
•

The center is open from Monday
through Friday in accordance to
und~rgraduate library hours. The
movies arc not available to be checked out of the center.
Also available in the center are
dubbing machines where you can dub
audio tapes or even dub tapes from

records or albums.

•
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Batman (PG-13)- 3 :05" , 7:30.

9:30.

9 ~ 45 .

P&G Allen 1-2

Sun.

Kickboxer (A)· 1:50" , 3 :50, 5:50, 7:50, 9 :50,

2 :10. 4 :40, 7 :.1 0, 9 :45.

Parenthood (PG-13)- 2*1, • :301, 7, 9:30.

6822 New Hampshire Ave.,
270-2288

11 50!.

Parenthood (PG-13)-4 :20. 7, 9 :40. Sat . and

A Dry While Season (R) - 11 :201 , 1 :40, 4 :40° ,
7:30, 10. 10.
~

Do The Right Thing (A )- 12:45"! , 3 , 5 :15,

Sun.

The Package (A)- 4 : 10" .

7.:35. 9 :55, 12: 10.

1 :50,

Dead Ppets Society (PG)· 2 :35°! , 5, 7:25,

When Harry Met Sally (R)-4:40, 7: 15, 9 :30.

9 :50, 12:15

Sat .

lock Up (A)- 1: 10°! , 3 : 15. 5:20. 7:25. 9 :30,

and SI.Jn . 2 :25. 4 :40, 7 :15. 9 :30

Shirley Valentine (RJ· 11 :201 , 1 :40, ·4 :40* ,

11 :35

All shows before 6p.ril. $3.50 .

7 :30.

Black Rair1 (R)·7 20. 9 45 . 12 Sat

i;1td

Sun.(2.

4 .30--$ 3), 7-20, 9 115. 12·
Klckboxer (R) 7 30 9 30. 11 30 Sal a11d

5 15--$3), 7 30. 9 30.

Sun.( 1. 15. 3 15.
11 130 "

,

"

" Late slio w Fri ar1J Sat. 011ly

On Metro's Red' 1;ne, 842-3751

7 40 . 9 .35. 11 30
111diana Jones and tt1e Last Crusade (PG· 13l[

Wh;te Flint Mall, 881-5207

2 30 " !, 4 45, 7 20. 9' 45. 12:10

Sea of Love (RJ-4:40. 7:10, 9 :45 Sat . and

9 :40
Jot1nny Handson'le (A )· 11 !. 1.20. 4 :20" , 7· 10,

5 45 .

True Love (R)-(on two screens) 2:15*, • :"46,

J

'

7 :15,
9:45, 11 :151 .
When Harry Met Sally (A)- 2:45*, 5, 7:30,

-

9 :40,

•Twl!igtr show.,all seats $3.

11 :451.
Sex.Lies and Videotape tR)· 2:30* , 5, 7:20,

Cineplex Odeon Avalon

9:50, 11 :501 .
Glr1 on a Swing (NAr2• . 4:15. 7. e:30. 11 :"461.

5612 Connet;cut Ave., 966-2600
A Dry White Season (A)- 2: 15* !, 4 :451 , 7:15,

New movie
on apartheid
opens today
'

•

'

~'\

I

rl

l

After a sun1mer·of blockbuster hils
and what were supposed to be hits,
the movie season ha .~ begun to slow

"'

~

•

/

down .
Batman is lo11g forgotten, Ghost
Busters have run out of slime, a11d
Uncle Buck, the big kid with the long
music seems to have dissapeared.
The public shouldn't expect such
a blast a1 the movies until Christmas
vacation, whe(L everyone has the time
to spend money on- kids and families
who wish lo be entertained while
sc l1ool and work is not a priority.
NO\V everything seems lo have
po pped up at the least expected of
1in1cs. Movies from the Wizard of Oz
to la st Friday' s opening of1 Euzhan
PalsY' s con1roversial ''Dry Whit e
Season," are in demand.
A dran1a, tl1e film is based on the
events tl1at led to 1he 1976 SoWeto
uprisi ng in South Africa.
The n1gv ies theme is expec1ed to
rai se many eyebrO\VS. It' s climac1ic
plot is reminiscent of last year 's
eristic movie of the year '' Mi ssissippi Burni11g." Paley see1ns to have
learned from '' Burning's' ' mistakes
e1nploying a South Afri ca n to give
her 1nore insight into the \\'rongs and
rights of life in the apartheid ridden
cou11try.
She en1ployed black -South African
Za kes Mok ae to co-star as Star1ley·in
1J1is 110 frill s drama. There is a11 all star cast ~ncluding a sp~cia\ appearance by Marlo n Bra11do as a
la\\•ye r. Donald Sutherland is Ben
DuToit, a sc hool teacl1er, and
Wi11 s ton Nt s hona is Gordon
Ngubenc, a gardner.
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Subs,cribe to the
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HILLTOP
$16 for one semester
$30 fo1" a1 entire year

•
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(Tho o Mtshingo) discuss the investigation into the deolli of Emit(1 h 11

band and son while in police custody in MGM's ••A Dry Wh1lftl 5 IDIOft,~

H U psychologists give advice
''Dear Effy'' is an advice column
t~j)ecially designed for Howard
student s.
'
-

The letters will 'f be forwitrded
frorii ThP Hilltop to the
Psychology Department in 1 the
C.B Powell Building, and
an !'!"ered
by
li eensed
·, pro fessionals.
r
,. I

\

•

•••e Iect r1·1y·1ng•••''

/)

•
•

•

•

•

- Kathleen Carroll, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
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'~ •• Brando is

'

•

•

-

•

•

• •

''

sensational!'

1•
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"'1,
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Featuring

'
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''...a P

I.and
important film.''

i

Roger Ebert, SISKEL & EBERT
•

l'\I "'
~

;_"

•

- Peter Travers, ROLLlNG STONE

•

ini

t

•

This column will specifically address issues of concern to students. ·
Confidentiality is assured . Simply enclose the letter in an envelope,
address it to ''Dear Effy'' and get
it to The Hilltop before 3 p.m.
every Mon~.

''

Ben DuToit, the ;onannesburg
school. teacher becomes outra$ed
\vhen he discovers the injustice being
done, and with 1he coaching of
Stan ley, a rebel is born .

~

t-

All students are invited to cOntribute letters by either sending or
bringing them to 2417 4th St.
N.W . , Washington 0.C. 20059,
attn. ''Dear Effy.''

.
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TIE-DYE DAY

'
•

.

Make your. own tie-dye shirt

•
•

l\1u sic by WHBC

Free Chicken!

'

•

i

Septe mber 30, 1989

12: 00 p. m .. to 5: 00 p. m.
.

tj·

'

•

I

t1

•

•

Free Pizza!

'

•

- SISKEL & EBERT

GET READY F·O R
THE
PICNIC ON THE YARD ·
+-

From loft, Ben du ~oit (Donald ,Sutherland), Julius (John Kanl) and Emily .

It is a touching film 1l1at gives you
tl~e sad death of a father a11d so11 .
First Gordon's so11 gets killed in the
original n1arch that led to the uprisi11g. And• after protest in 0a the attrocit}' of his son's deatl1 against tl1 c
go, ernment, Gordon f- .l· s killed.

--------

•

I

.,.

- - •

!

CALL 636-6868 or
MAIL to:
THE HILLTOP
Subscriptions Department
'
22 \ 7 Fourth
Street, NW
Washington, DC
20059

•

By Dora Slewart
Hillt op Staff Reporter

I

~

I

'

'

t ~fl"

''

•

I

r

'

1350 19th Stroot H.W, 172-9555

!Sat . anCI Sun. only .

Cineplex Odeon NTI
White Flint 5

Johr111y Ha11dso111e (R) 155" 1.350

•

'

9 :30 .
Sex.Lies and Videotape jR)· 1:10. 4 :10* . 7,

1

At tM Dupont Circle Me110 StutlOll

10 : 10. ~I
In Countp! (A)· 11 : 1O! . 1:30 , 4 :30° . 7:20, 1O.

ParenttloOd (PG- 13)·Fri. - Sun . 1, 4" . 6 :40,

337-0094

\

.

Home (A)- t 1:10, 2 , 5* , 7:40, 10.

Lethal VJeapon 2 (R)· 1 ·10, 7, 9 :40.

AMC Union Station

Late shoV<? Fri. and Sat . only.

1055 Thomas Jcffferson Street, NW

Welcom ~

•

•

·only $3.50. !Sat. and Sun. only .

Cineplex Odeon
Dupont Circle 5

Uncle BUck (PG)· 11 !, 1, 4 * , 6:50, 9 :20.

7' 9 :40.
~

'
Lethal Weapon
2 (R)- 1 • !, 5:25. 9 :55, 12:05.

K-B Foundry 1-7

\

•
4:20,

•

*Only $3.50. 1581 . and &Kl. only.

MHro60lDl'ltN-MAlfi- "A011 WHlll lflSO!" 'r1u~ WflNllllN ......
DONAlD IUIHfilAND ~NH IUIMAN IUi(tN 10011111 IAUI illlf
• •
.,, \UIAN IAIANDON .. MlilO! i1ANDO ":.DAV[ ~UllN ':;:JIM HIJ!11Lll '"".::.~ llDll i~Nl
'"''':(OUNWHlANO •• fUIHAN rAl(Y '''"~ rAUll WflNllllN ••,~ fUlHIN MY
.

~
.

Now ·

A~iC

I.INION
SIATION 9 '

A Liberal Arts Student Council Production

•

.

SOIMassachu:;cti.s Ave., NE
842-3751

SHO\\llNG
,.,~

CINEPUX OOEON
AVALON I &2
5612 C""""1icli lwe., NW
966-2600

•

-~-

\

I

_.;.
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National .Serurity Agency

®

lfl1 /Qok forward to meeting with you!

•

A.n equal opport11r1ity employer
U.S. tillzenship required for applk:ant arid in1mediate family n1en1hers

'

NEWS
ON
EDUCATION
'
Some Helpful Tips On Paying For College

"
•

· The cost of college tuition con-

"ALPHA PHI ALPHA
FRATERNITY, INC;
BETA CHAPTER

I
\

•

PRESENT
,

•

''ALPHA WEER''
FEATURING
'

tinues to skyrocket. Some of the nation's top universities are charging
more than $85,000 for a four-year
education . Lar1ding financial aid is
becoming more of a necessity than
an option. Here are some simple
tips on how to obtain money for a
good education.
1. Contact yo!-lr college financial
aid office for a list of financial options. There are also credible companies, like College Financial Planning Service ICFPS), who provide
lists of available grants, Joans and
scholarships for a small fee .
2. Analyze your financia'I situa' _ tion honestly and apply for as many
programs as you are eligible . Fill
out the forms accurately.
3. After selecting a good financial
aid package , negotiate improvements with your college financial
·advisor. Also thoroughly investigate alternative means for more
,support.
College Financial Planning ~r
ivice has a data base of more than
i tB0 ,000 listings of scholarships,
~ellowships , grants and loans . It offers information about donations
from corporations. memoriaJs, trusts,
foundations , religious groups and
other philanthropic organizations .
To enter the program , a student

·r

Sunday, October 1, 1~89
Andrew Rankin Chapel
ll:OOAM- l:OOPM
?

-

•

Monday, October 2, 1989 - "Movie Night"
Drew Hall Lounge

M•ny opportunities for financial
•id exist, but you have to be aware
of how to get them .
•.

can call 1-800-346-6401 to request
a "student data form . ~ It must be
completed and sent to CFPS with
$45 for the research fee . In about
two weeks, the student will get a
personalized computer print-out of
financial aid resources that matches
his or her background.
Many scholarships are based on
academic interests. career plans,
family heritage and place of residence . There are a lso many unique
sources such a s money for students
who have been golfcaddies or newspaper ca rrie rs.
[n the words of one financial a id
expert, unique opportunities for
monetary support do exist , you just
have to be creative a11d resourceful
in findin g them .

TltE HiLLTop NEEds
EXpERiENCEd
pltOTOGRApltERS
wlto ARE wiLLiNG TO
woRk ltARd, TRAVEL
ANd MAkE A LoT of
MONEY. PLEASE COME
TO A MEETiNG TOdAy
AT TltE HiLLTop AT 6
p.M. ANd Ask foR
KEiTlt LEAdhETTER.

•

•

•

. 8:00PM-10:00PM

Tuesd_ay, October 3, 1989 - "Pre-Smoker
Andrew Rankin Chapel
6:30PM - lO:OOPM

a 'place where you can._
. MAKE A D.IFFERENCE
BEHIND THE HEADLINES

~ There's

•

.

Violence in D.C."

Wednesday, October 4, 1989 - "Drug-Re
School of Business
1

.

7:00PM - 9:30PM

Thursday, October 5, 1989 ~· "An YouJl'atilg ~tat the Mecca?"
Truth Hall Lounge
,
:
7:00PM - 9:00PM
~ Friday, October 6, 1989 -

"FfllUIDm1"

Blackbum Ground Level

r

'

•

•

I

9:00AM - 3:00PM

I

@!µsat

1-~00-JOH-ANPA

(Do not

+•

As one of the cornerstones of a comn1u11i1y . newspapers recognize
the need and have a desire 10 renect the
etl1ni c and gender di versit y
•
of their readers. in both prodC.ct and workforce .
Minorities and fema les, learn how you"f professioi1:1! tr;1ini·1g. skills
and uniquC!; ba~ kiroun,i can Suppor1 the n1issior1 10 prod ~1t·c qt1 :1lily
newspapers .
• To obtain ir. :O m~ti on about 11e,wspapc1 en1plo)' t11e11t o ppli, ,,1 1i11: ...,
.in marketing, hum:OJ resources management, co1np11 1er ·
programming, engi n~ring, operations, advertising, circul a!lt'ln,
business admini strati~ •ind accoun1 i:1g. as we ll :1s e(li1i1ig ;111cl
reporting:

I

•

•

~e 11d r esu111 e)

A toll-free, na1io11;1i :e lepl1one job b:111k spor1sc1rl'li l l~ 1\111c ril·o1r1
Newspaper Publishers 1\ s:-.ol'.i;1<:01i
For i1ifm·1110tio11 a/10111 JOB-ANPA , c·1111ra1 ·r ./ ,1/111 V . 8 /,"I'.!••1

-,I

•

,,,

l 'i11ri1 111

P

Rt•1ifr()(> , ANPA. Tlit• Nt'~ ".{/H;;>t·1· ('t•11re1·. Hr11 I 7.JU7 :J11//, ·~ A.111n 111.
~\'l 11·/1111.i:tt111 D .C. ZOO-I I ( 70.i J f>I,~ - I UDO

I.

IL--,....--------.. ·. .----~

PEACE CORPS SERVICE: .

A.Good Career Move

I
•

I
II

I
•

SONYA KIDD,
RODERICK SPICER,
....SFORAJOB
WELL DONE.

-

.
•

•

' hopes when it
At The Travelers, we always have high
comes to the interns we recruit·for our PACE training program .
And, we're never disappoint~d ..
Through our summer program, interns gain solid experience in one of the most advanced Data Processing Departments in cbrporate America. And; we come out ahead too .
•
Take this year's interns. They made real contributions to
The Travelers' business. Whether assisting in the application of
new technologies, providing IMS support, or testing COBOL
application programs.
·
That's whyTheTravelers wants to take this opportupity
to thank all of the students who participated in this year's
summer intern program. It was the kj.fid of shared experience
•
where everyone benefits.

•

Uighly rev.ordinQ

I

C()U.EGEGRADS-r•
ni1\eS (JllllfSOOS !of B.IV

~-stortern to share ttietr
skills with people in Afrt<Xl,

f>SlJ ard Latin AmenCO·
PEACE CORPS

Come tq the Howard Career Fair on October 4th and
speak w'th a reeruiter about the adv,antages of Peace
Corps.
.

•
•

I~

-

· TheTrav~ler5t
You ' re better off unde r the Umbrelta:e

1

•

'.

··-

'·

l

,,

•

'
'

•
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The
Meridian Hill llall
Cali ·Wash

,

Photos by Keith Leadl:Jetter

l

~
~';'

T he Meridian Hill Dorm Council and Resident Hall Assistants
sponsored a car wash in fr~nt of the dorm on Sunday, Sep.t.
17. The council and R.A.'s raised $188 scrubbing cars and will
use the money to fund this t ear's programs for Meridian Hill
Hall.
I

•
•

.

'

The car wash brought reside:1ls closer togtrher. Emmi Chcw1'1er and Be 1NCI lte Ckft'''battkt'' for o sponge.

••

•

.

'
'

.

. .,

-

•

Donn

Mor:wood

MaicScat . . re1 · ~e lt Bea116<f lie ebb
uses unique marbling skills to Oll10..'1
cars to the ear wosh.

uses a little elbow goease to get the tires realty dean.

;

•

During a mor1te.'lt of fun, the car wash pcwlki(o1ls indlll3ed in waler spo1ts and sucxeeded in g tli.-,g e••rone wet~
•

,------·- ----·- --··- ·- ·- · - ·- . .----·- ------------·- · - ·- ·- ·- · - ·- ·- ---·- --·- · - ·- · - ·- -------------;--·- -------:1
1 .

)

•

Ii '

'

•

,.,

I

,

'
Drop by our booths, learn more
about our company, and meet
our recruiters at Career Day on

I

I
I

•

•

•

Wednesday, October 4, 1989.
•

\

•

I

I

.• j

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
i

•

'

I

I

I

'

The followin~ re2ions will. interview on
'
Thursday, October 5:
'

T

•

-

'

•

...._£ii,

Holiday Inn Eastern Region
Embassy Suites Eastern Regi n
Hampton Inn
Harrah's Marina

4;r

,.

Please contact Maurice Williams fo details!
•

I

,I

'
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•
•

•

•

"

.

'

•
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r Jfu111µ/011 .

r Jn11 ' ,;

•
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11arral1s
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Health and Fitness
L

HU llealth Center moves to·w ard timereffic1ent system

J

1

By Sharon (.nkins
Hillt op Staf~ eporcer

. ·'

.

-,

.

'118 classes. I as~ed myself •. h~w can

' reduce the amount
111 an effort to
of time s1udents spend in the University Health Center waiting room, the
ce111er has designed a new appointment system .
Students will now be able to make
appointment s LO see doctors instead
of having to go through the exasperating process bf the first ~comefirst-serve basis .
·
.
Health Ce nter Admin strator,
Mclain G. Garrett, said there will be
a gradual phasing-in of the new
systen1 over the next two weeks, while
time is spent training the staff on new
procedures and ''ironing out the
bugs."
(/
'' \Vh a1 we're trying to do is instit ute a 11e'v system that is going .to
decrease the aniount of time students ~
•
spend in the Health Center and at the
san1e time make sure they are recei\
ing quality health care," Garrett said. University Health Center implements
Students will not have to make appoi11tn1en1s but have the option to do
Nurses and Health care attendants
will determine who needs to make an
so.
'
''Stude11ts that need to be taken appointment and who will need to see
care of imn1ediately will be referred a physician at ACC right a\\·ay , Garto our Acu1e Care <l::l inic located in rett said.
1
the Health Ce11ter A'nnex," Garrett
Appointment s are reserved for
said.
s~ udents who wish to gel a standard
1

-

I

J.

,

at entry-level salaries ranging from
$24,000 to 0$32,000 .
S~ n1eon e could begin at a technical

The average graduate
has at least five job
offers and entry level
salary ranges from
$24,000 to $32.000.
position and reach direc1orship
\Vithin two to 1hree years and make
about $45 ,000.
Pearlie McDaniels, coordina1 o r of
community services at Howard
University Ho s pital , said that
medicine is becoming-a maj or par1 of
o ther professional field s.

••••

Aesthetics

usually wait about two-and-a-half

hours. At least you know that you're

-

gping to get seen this way. Sometimes
ypu wait three hours and end up not
gCtting seen by anyone.'' McGill said.
According to Francesca Merritt,
a senior psychology major, the appointment system will get better after
the Health Center has had time to
ork with the new system.
''The service is still about the same;
t~e nurses get testy and the students
get impatient," Merritt said. ''But
overall I think they are doing a good
job."

•

1

'
,.,-

l

pholo by Paul Woodruff

a new system to reduce the time that st~dents
Spend. 'in the waiting area.
I

.

'

physical or for those who need to see
a gynecologist or dermatologist . •
On the other hand, the ACC will
treat students who are suffering from
such ailments as muscular pain, cuts,
or minor burns.
According to Garrett, the Univer•

sily Health Center is there to provide
the students with service that is timely, appropriate, and given with qignitv.He is sure tha1 students w1il appreciate the new c hanges.
'' It has always been a problem to
· me, to see students waiting and miss-

t The

Health Center estimates that
85 percent of students will be making appoihtments over the phone,
thereby decreasing the inconvenience
of having to wait in a crowded reception room fo r many hours .

•

•

Health ·Digest
Health News in · Brief

McDaniel s mentioned a few professions whi c h include s port s
medici ne and the business man' s in teres1 in physica l therapy. Day care
centers and recreation areas are also
in need of medical professionals.
For those '''ho may not '''an1 to
spe11d as mu c h ti me training,
McDaniel s cited several career
choices such as rCspira1ory therapy,
occupational and physical therapy,
speec h pathology, anesthesiology,
and 1nedica l assistant.

·-

Of all the allied heal1h ca reers ,
Fai son said that the greatest demand
is' for physical therap)' wbicflP~rtain s
to restor in g the body.
Becal1Se 01her allied health positions are not as popular as doctors
and nurses, there is a shortage of
Stl;lde11ts in the department.

•

s~e

Options, page 18

Sickle Cell Center •tlied Health
sponsors program allocates grant
Al1hough the Ph)'.Sician's Assistan1 Department in the College of
Allied Health and Sciences receiveH a grant for $462,000 1his sum-.
er, the monies will not be
1ssemina1ed until next year .
l According to Brenda Jasper.
cjflairman of the Physician' s Ass istant Department, the gra nt \\'as
give n by the U.S. Department of
ijealth and Human) Services to
cover the next 3 academi c years .
l Plan s for the gran t include hiri~g additional faculty, recruiti11g
s~udents, 1he pro¥isionof &tuden1
~ave l and installing new com~ uter s in the school.

The Howard Uni versit y Sickle
Cell Cen ter sponsored a confere nce on the implementation of .
ne,vborn sickle cell screening and
f.ol low-up
program
on
Wednesday.
Ttrte co n·ference was designed to
appeal to physicians, nurses, allied
l1ealth workers, co un se lor s,
psychologist, social workers and
ot her health professionals but was
also open to s1udents and the
public.
Featured at the program was
Dr . Marilyn Gaston, deputy chief,
' Sickle Disease- Branch, National
Institute of Heal1h .

1

1

.

{

Welcome back everyone!
Some' of you may remember
me from lase year's weekly column: ASK ARDENT'S ADVICE. Well, I'm back. to
bestow my advice on you as I
did last year but in a different
area and with a twist.
My \feekly tips will be on
issues that deal with beauty and
health. Many tips will come
from m~ personal health and
bea uty regimes.,But, many of
nty tips and iaeas will come
from yeu, the student body,
who help to create and
perpetuate Howard's reputatidn as having some of the
fiiiinest 's tudents.
I intend to go into some of
the programs that are offered
for self improvement. I will be
researching, talking with professionaJs and analyzing different topics to bring back the
scoop -on what works and what
doesn't.
I \viii be interviewing those of
you on campus who have that
''Howand look.'' So, don't be
shy when I approach you and
ask you tho~e nosey questions
like: Are 1hose your real nails?
Or wasn't your hair shorter last
semes1er?
Men . Your grooming secrets
\viii be exposed, also.
The phrase '' bama'' will be
ba nned from this campus.
Men, a lot of ladies may want
to knO\V' what kind of colo nge
yo u're wearing. Or, someone
n1ay want to know where and
fio,v often you workout to
achieve that '' drop dead ''
physique.
·
If you have certain issues or
topics that you would like addres._sed, Lhe,n.yQu ~an write to

•

.Nf;IOO><>l~Hillfop.at ~17
St. N.w·. Washingtdn,
D,.C . 20059 or stop by.

~ 4th

.

•

,

•

"

''I waited 50 minutes today; I

I

The outlook for enrployment opportunities in 1990 appears ve ry
bright for health care majors.
Acco rding 10 The U.S. Depa rt rnent of Labor , Bureau of Stat istics
there is a sharp increase in the demancl for quality health care
professio11als.
Stl1d,nt s ,vJ10 111ajor in one area of
l1ealth care ca11 dec ide that they rna'i
1101 want to be a nurse or a doc1or
and avenues for a successful career
are still ope11, according to Brenda r •.
Faiso11. coordinator of student .ser;J
'ices in the college of A1\ied H ea lth.
··1 predict that allied health careers
,,·ill be in greater demand in the
fu ture. \\' e are not able to graduate
- ;_· gtoiJ,gp siu.dent s to m~~·rhe needs,''
d- Faison said.
Fai so11 also said that the average
gradua te l1as at least five job offers

, '

Some students have already begun
lo benefit from the new system.

Gwen McGill, a junior broadcast
journalism major said she still had to
wait a long time although she made
an earlier appointment.

Employment outlook promising/or health, medical-related majors
Hillcop S1;1rf Reporter

Ir; Alll-t

C£N\£\2_

Medical field opportunities on the rise
JoAn Rochez

I Jreduce the wait and max~m1ze the
tiine for the physicians and the
students.'' Garrett said.

~

•

•

r

•

·1
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Ardent's

•••
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH
pholo by Keith Dorman

HOWARD Ul'jIVERSITY
INTRAMURAf SPORTS

J~.;

Seniors Toikus and Tory Westbtook are identical twins from Memphis, Ten1.
Both ore studying in the College of Ubero! Arts.
1

•
THE GYMNASIUM AREAS AND COURTS WILL BE UTl!:ZED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER;
•

Twins: double trouble on campus
8)' Monique LeNoir
~l illtop Staff Reporter

•

'

\\'hat does it feel like to be a twin?
This question is frequen tl y asked of
more than 30 se1s of twins on
Ho'''ard's campus.
'' Being a twin mean s you' ll always
have a tennis partner of compatible
sk ill ;'' said Tory Westbrook, a senior
i11 the School of Liberal Arts.
Despite the facts, misconceptions
about twins still exist; For example,
it is rare that one twin feels the otheis
pain.
When two or more offspring ire
born a1 the same time it is called a
multiple birth . There are three types
of twins: identical, fraternal, and
Sia1nese twins.
Identica l twins are usually alike in
physical traits. They iQherit different
genes from their parents arid are
usually the same sex.
Fraternal o r non -identical twins of
the same sex may bear striking
resemblances, but each twin inherits
his/ her own genes and physical and
mental c hara-cteristics. Finally,
Siamese twins are joined at some area
of the body .
Are 1wins closer than non-twins,
rven though they share similar
characteristics and interests?
Shavone and • Sharron Thomas,
both majoring in he3.lth care, are
iden1ical twinS. They feel that they
are more alike than different, but
they. possess many distinct qualities.
''We're too close and people
always confuse us. I can't explain it
but we gCt more attention. People are
facinated with twins,'' Sharron said.

'' Playing tricks on people can be
fun: we are constantly compared and
it's hard to establish our own identity ," Karen Major, a sophomore
fra'ternal twin, said.
'
Lamondis Williams, a junior identical twin, established the Double
Tro uble Club last ).'ear. Williams said
that the club co nSists of 20 sets of .
twins. -T he main objective of the club
is to acquaint twin s on campus with
each other.
·
1

Twins are unique and .special, but
it is important to realize that each one
has his/ her own identity . So, the next
time you see a twin call them by 1heir
name instead of '' hey twin ."

Questions. twins hate to be ask,ed:

•

I

SOUTH GYM
NORTH GYM
BADMINTON
VOLLEY BALL
SOCCER
RACQUETBALL
SWIMMMING
WEIGHT ROOM

WILL BE FOR BASKETBALL / LADIES NIGHT (THURSDAYS)
WILL BE FOR NET GAME ACTIVITIES
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY & THURSDAY
FRIDAYS
MONDA'Y T HRU FRIDAY 6:3-0 p.m. • 9:30 p.m.
MONDAY T HRU FRIDAY 1:3-0 p.m. - 3:3-0 p.m.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 6:00 . •m. • 9:3-0 ;::·m:;;..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

•

FALL ACTIVITIES 1989-911

· •·
FLAGBALL
MEN & WOMEN DIVISIONS
AUG. 21 thru SEPT. 2;,, 1989
SU,N DA Y AT 10 p.m .
G REENE STADIUM

CROSS C ITY RUN
MEN & WOMEN DIVISIONS
AUG. 21 lhru OCT: 15, 1989
SUNDAY at 10 p.m .
GREENE STADIUM

;

•

'

BADMINTON TOURNAMENT
\
CO-ED
SEPT. 18 thru OCT. 10
MON. & WED . 6:30 p.m. thru '9 :30 p.m '.
-BURR GYM
•
.

VOLLEYBALL
CO-ED
i_
AUG. 21 thru SEPT 22, 1989
TUES & THURS. 6:30 p.m. lo 9:30 p.m.
BURR GYM
·

I. What is it like .being a twin?
2. When is yo ur twin-'s birthday?
3. How old is your twin ?
4. How can yo ur parents tell you
apart?
5. Who is <the oldesl?
6. Who is the smartest?
7. Do you miss your ~win when
yo u're not with hjm / her?
8. Do ?OU feel what your twin
feels.
(
9. Are you the first twins in your
family?
JO . nn vou switch on your
teachers?
··

Get to your Intramural or Recreational
Department and sign up today!

The reporter is a fraternal twin in the

General Mo1ors is proud 10 be associa1ed with your campus intramural res;reationall sports a11d activi1ies. G1n1ra1 Motors ..''.'lharing your future•

School of Communications.

•

-

'

REGISTRATION FOR ALL INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES WILL T AKE PALCE IN ROOM LL·33 AND L(,..37 IN THE
ARMOUR J . BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENTER (RECREATION ~REA) THE WEEK PRIOR TO AND UP TO THE DEADLINE
DATE. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL: MR. HERB THOMPSON, INTRAMU RAL COORDINATOR, 636-7226, 7 OR I
Bt::'I WEl::N THE HOURS OF 3:3-0 p.m . AND 5:30 p.m.

CHEVROlET ·PONTIAC:OlDSMOBI lE
BUICK·CADlllAC·GMC TRUCK
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By Marla Evans
Hilltop Slaff Reporter

South Carolina State Head Coach Willie Jeffries stood across the side_
line from a different team than he
coached just less than one year ago.
Gone was the dive-option that
made Howard famous, replaced with
a defense that leads the nation in Div.
I-AA .
The defense so good that it
completely shut down the Bulldo_g offense just long enough for kicker
Gary Mossup to kick the game winning field goal right before the expiration of the third quarter, enabl-

•

; ing the Bison to sneak by the bulldogs
10-7 before 17,453 at Green Stadium.

'1 thought about
this game all summer
because of Coo.ch Jef
fries. U'hen I saw
~ Coach Jeffries, half of
me was hurt and the
other half was glad "

'

James Carpenter
It was game full of emotion and intensity. Defensive end David
Westbrooks went so far as to break
his hand in the effort.
''It was kind of strange going out
as a team and looking across the side
lines and seeing coach Jeffries. I felt
pretty funny," Westbrooks said. ;
It was so strange that Howard s
football team proceeded to mob Jeffries after the game .
''When I.saw him [Jeffri~s ] across
the field I was astonished. I was used to seeing him with the blue sh!rt
and blue hat instead of the red shirt
and white hat, but I got back into the
sync of things ."
After South Carolina scored on
their first possesion of the game, a
one-yard run by Bulldog Otis Salley,
they cou ldn't gain any mof!l~ntum
without Howard's defense r1s1ng to
the occasion :
On Howard's third possesion they
answered with a score of their own.
A offense that has yet to gel and learn

••

•

an ali"new system fron1 that of a )'ear
ago.
They scored on a 19-yard pass
frOm quarterback Donald Carr to
wide receiver TrOy Kyles in 1l1c first
'
quarter .
.
• Carr was three for 8 passi11g, for
26 yards and running back Ja111es
Carpenter rushed for a 12l y,ard s.
carrying the ball 27 times.

. .'

''\Ve felt that we could n1ovc the

ball agai11st Sou1h Carol i11a and we
felt confident 1hat if we executed
plays well that \ve would win th.e
gan1c. I tho~gltt \11e play.e~ well, ''
Carpenter said.
''\Ve [the offense) returnec.tthe ball
100 much. I tl1ought about tl1is game
a ll summer because of coach Jeffries.
\Vl1e11 1 sa\v coacl1 Jeffries. half of

by

Krlth Leadbetter

'' I was hurt because he wasn't on

my side, but I wanted to beat South
Caroli na no matter who was
coaching them," he said.
The second quarter remained in a
defensive deadlock.
And the fourth quarter ended just
like the second, with South Carolina

State attempttng to score without any
success.
Howard is 1-1 in the conference
and . 3-1 overall
''South Carolin3 State has a very
fine football team and it was a hard
fought battle and we were able to endure to the end a lot of balls were on
the ground on our side and and their
side. We won the war." said Bison

I

Head Coach Steve Wilson.
''Now we're working very hard
toward the conference championship.''
''I felt that our players were very
excited about being successful in thegame between the Bulldogs and they
had a desire to play well and garner
the respect of their previous coach,
the man that brought them here,''

Hooters' star player su-spended
take an hour by bus for him to come
to campus . H~ requested a ride from
coach Landy: who refused and told
Isaacs to take a cab.
Isaacs said he told Landy that all
1

By ' David DaCosta
Hilltop 'Scaff Reporter
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nle was hurt and the other half was
glad.

.
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The Bison defense, the NCAA Division I-AA defensive leaden, put the crunch on South Carolina Bulldog
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Earlier in ihe week Howard
University's soccer team' s leading
scorer Peter Isaacs wa s indefinitely
suspended from the team so urces
sa id .
Even though Isaacs has been
suspended from the team, he will be
at practice today with the possibilty
of being reinstated if he and head soccer coach Keith Tucker can work out
their differences.
Isaacs was suspended by head
coacli Keith Tucker. after missing last
Saturday's team bus trip to West
yjrginia to play Alderson-Broaddus,
a
game
they
lost
2- 1.
Earlier in the week when asked
about Isaacs' status, Tucker would
011ly say, ''I haven't decided what
I'm going to do as of yet."
Tucker would not say if Isaacs was
definitely gone, but a reliable source
did say, ''he was definitely kicked off
the team. But he is the team and I
don't expect him to be gone for
long.''
While no one involved will speak
of the circumstances on the record,
The Hilltop has discerned that Isaacs
was .kicked off the team because of
a lack of communication between
him and the coaching staff.

he had was a $100 bill and asked Landy if he would pay for the cab. He
offered to reimburse him once he got
there, but Landy refused .
.
Isaacs was able to get change, but
by the time he reached campus, the
team bus had left.

Landy said he had asked Isaacs for
his telephone number on Friday, but
Isaacs said his phone was not working possibly because of the baJ
weather.
• The phone company confirms that
Peter l1aoc1.
service was lost to some areas temporarily because of high winds. The
I aacs was one of four players who , coach has required Isaacs to provide
misf ed· the trip because of weather · proof that his phone was not in serpr~plems because of Hurricane vice in order to be reinstated .
Hugo. Two games were postponed,
TheBisonBootersareenteringthe
but 1he Alderson-Broaddus game was most important part of their
not j Back-up goalie Todd Davis, for- schedule, pl- .: ing against regional opward Darren Millien and reserve ponents who figure prominently in
def~nder Kelvin Huger were the other whether the Bison Rooters make the
pla)'ers who missed the bus.
playoffs and can ill-afford to lose
As the bus waited, teammate Isaacs for any lenth of time.
Sheldon Jones went to inform Isaacs
Howlld who has been suffering
by telephone that the game would in- from a lack of offense before Isaacs
deed be played and team was waiting suspension are currently 3-2-1 after
for him·tO arrive. Isaacs who lives in
Queens Town, Md., said it , would see Isaacs, page 18
1

'

·socce , football, two jobs in one

J

By Lawrence Akef

, and with his work habits he

1.

uld be an All-American by his

Hilltop Staff Reporler
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JU or year.''

Move over Bo Jackson and De ion
Sanders, because there's a new doua senior in high school, Rawls
ble sports jock in town. He is Cedric doubled in soccer and football . His
Rawls, one o~ the !1ewest additions to eff rts.prompted Yale University to
Howard Un1vers1ty's football and ·' of~ r him a partial scholarship, but
soccer teams.
wit total fees near $23,000, which
Ab:J he's getting a big kick out of Jef him with a $11,SOO balance. But
it. Rawls, currently leads the Mid- thr~ugti determination to attend col~~tern.Athletic CC?nference (MEAC)
lege by his own merit, he sought other
In punting, averaging 37 .1 }'ards per avrues.
kick:
Even though Rawls knew nothing
' I decided in high schoOl that since
about former Head Coach Willie Jet·. my !Parents paid for iny brothers and
fries and his sentimental return, he sisters to attend college, I could take
was an intricate part in helping the thelload off them by earning a full
Bison squeek by the Bulldogs 10-7 ath etic scholarship,'' he -proudly
last Saturday.
said.

He constantly kept the Bulldogs

I

•i'•

-•

.

pinned in their own territory, in-spite~awls is majoring in chemistry and
of a vicious SO-mph wind.
plaps to one day becorqe a
A< S-11, 185-P.Ounds, head football pedjatrician.
•
cpach Steve Wilson saii, ''Cedric is
doing a fine job for u~. he has already
ilson is not the only person in the 'L-------;;o;;~.,-;;;;;-;;;;;'
come through with some really big
H ard Atheletic Department getPh•• •1 klk 1' 'tit
kicks under pr.dSsure."
l
· tin kicks out of Rawls. Head soccer -· Fr11ll•.,. Mft• c *k &.wit •1111
Against Grambling Rawls kicked
co ch Keith , Tucker enjoys his hil way to IMCICJJI, ,
his longest punt of the season, a , at etic moonlighting too.
58-yarder. And place-kicking team• Cedric is learning a new system
mate Gary Mossop gave him the
rig t now. He's doing an excel!ent Howard, because he's able to play
ultimate complitnent, ''Cedric will
joli," Tucker said. Rawls said he was both the sporu he loves, and still

-

probably end up All-MEAC this

satisfied with his decision to attend

receive a quality education.
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,saacs

a goal from •wrtlCJri Chris Thomas

a loss to Alabama A&M

that Isaacs had converted a hand ball.
In West Virginia, Howard's lone
goal came in the second half when

' ·••·(~~~ C
r' •\'Cf

1-o ·: ln the

· 'fQurnai11e nt, and a vie,l.

.1er'

·a n !Jniversity 2-0.

/\ i:.,,.·r;,,:an

b<tme,

Howard

~ 0 <1 \ s fron1 Anthony Laird
'-I f ro111 Sheldon Jones and

•'

Send a Hilltooic
to the one

off a cot.ncrlick from Isaacs.

continued from page 11

till'

GSA
co ntinued t·rom page 1 -

the student bodies.
In a related issue, ~opkins also
alleged that former GSA Coordinator
Ronald Green was not elected by the
s1udent body of the Graduate School
of Arts and Sciences and should not
have , serve d a s 1988-89 GSA
Coo rdinator.
H opkins sa id the GSG was
unaware of Green's activities until the
April GSA elections.
·•As president of the Graduate Student Cou ncil I received no word from
the GSA o r Green of their activities.
Last yea r's records show that Green
\\'as no1 elected by the student body
and should not have served on
GSA,' ' Hopkins said.
CJrrenc GSC school president,
J ohn Ukawuilulu said the records do
• nor reflect Ronald Green's election as
GSA repres~ntative and that the
c,ouncil has crea1ed a committee to in\'est igate the issue.

'

....

Another gcial by Isaacs was taken
away three minutes after it was
scored when the referee said he
misinterpeted the lines man .signal

'

••

v..:t;; . . -·

you love
Submit yours
to the HILLTOP

Scotti Lee made a 40-yard riin from
hi s fullback position, beat two
defenders r and made an excellent
c rossing pass that was converted by
forward Harold Heath.
•'The GSC has appoint~ a com-

School of Arts and Sciences' enroll-

mittee to get information about what

ment for 1989-90 was: 347 full-time

happened since we are getting conflic- ·s'tudents, 744 part-time students and
ting stori~ from Green and Hopkins. S9S equivalent students. The full-time
The purpose of the committee is to equivalent figure is equal to one third
gather ac~urate information so th~t of part-tirile students plus all full-time
the council can make a statement 1f students.
Hopkins belives Green's eligibility
called by the policy board."
is faultily based on the number of
U kawuilulu said .
full-time equivalents rather than fullIt is on related charges that much time students and feel it is
of the controversy surrounding this unconstitutional.
year's GSA meetings are· ceritered.
Upon being;.questioned concerning
According to Hopkins, Green was these issues, Green said he believes
elected i 989-90 GSA coordinator as . everything is as should be.
a third· representative of the Graduate
''The issue is Deing resolved now
School bf Arts and Sciences, and a definite answer of the is~ue has
'although ·the school constitutionally come from the GSC,'' Green said.
only has two repre.i;entatives .
'·'To speak on the issue before the
''We don't qualify for three GSC has come to a conclusion would
represe ntatives,'' Hopkins said. be beyond my ability,'' he said.
''Our school is represented by the
Director of Student Activities
council vice president and one elected Belinda Watkins said her office is
person. Ronald GFeen was not that waiting_for the issues to be decided
elected person,'' Hopkins said.
by the students.
H opk ins alleges that he is the
''This office does not monitor the
elected GSA representative because GSA, but does somewhat oversee all
he received 66 percent of the popular student organizations,'' Watkins
vote; Green only received 30 percent. said:
H USA 's constitution states that
''I do not suspect that all of the
''any school with an-enrollment of dilemma arose out of people openly
500 full-time students or more will trying to do wrong . Many schools
receive o ne seat for every 500 have problems getting students to run
students .''
1
for office and in some cases, students
According to Udiversity Registrar may have volunteered,'' Watkins
Cecil A . Franklin, the. Graduate said.

.Homecoming Steering Committee
•

ATTENTION:
All organizations imerested in
participating in the 1989 Homecoming
Parade contact Anthony Branch,
Blackburn Center Rm. 109 or Call

636-5426/5932. '

1

''College costs
goin up! Sol
earn extra money as a PK -a.rticipant:'

*-

Metti11g college expenses is tougher
than ever these days. And with mjl
schedule) so is earning extra mont~
That's why I'm a PK: Program Participant. I can earn up to $1000 in a

short pen·od oftime and I can worlt it
;n around MY SCHEDULE. The
Pl1armaltinetics staff is Always uire(uf a11d can"ng.

·

Are you a healthy man between
the ages of 19 and 50? Then you
may qualify to join the over
12,000 Pharmakinetics Program
Participants . Pharmakinetics
measures the absorption rate of
medicines for/harmaceutical
· companies. An PK Participants

earn up to Sl,000.00.

Pharmafilnatlcs
Where helping others 11/ways pRys.
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the Black Panther Party,'' Coates
elaborated on why he joined the extremist, confrontational group.

"I think [I joined) because they
:
t

•

"'"

•

•

•

•
' 'The need is so great that there are
hospi1als willing to pay the last year
of a student' s tuition," Faison said.

••

1-800-634-8582

•

•

•
••

••

Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Coll 636-6867

·o p ti 0 n s
•

'

300 West Fayette Street

presented an alternative to tlJ.rning
the other cheek, getting hit b&'clubs
and getting bit by dogs . Also they articulated well on the issues, which
dis1inguished them from other civil
rights groups,'' he said.
Coates said that the present day
impact of the Panthers is most evident in young adult organizations
such as the two-year-old Black Nia
F.O.R.C.E. Their consciousness has
been stirred and they realize that
killed by the Oakll(Ild police in the in- there is an alternative to submission,
famous 1968 shoot-out .
he said . He feels that a continuing
A well-remembe red episode in the
legacy has been left for other similar
Panthers' colorful history inclu~s
groups of the present era .
scandals such as the infamous ' ' Pa.n, H;o wa rd student Ras Baraka,
1her 21 ''trial in New York in 1969,
fou nder of Black Nia F .O .R.C .E .,
v.•hen 21 panthers went tci trial for
said his organization was largely inshooting at police officers and 3tfluenced by the Panthers .
tempting to blow up several buildin'gs
'' The first name before Nia
th roughout the citv.
F.O.R.C.E. was the ''Sons of PanNev.·ton was jailed for killing a
1hen; ''
police officer. Eldridge Clea ver went
''The way the [Black Nia
into exile to avoid prison. More F.0.R.C. E.J organization was set up
members were jailed, killed or simp- in terms of titles-executive minister,
ly resigned. Stokeley Carmichael, minister o f defense, etc .-were taken
fo under of the Student Non-Violent directly from there," Baraka said .
Coord inating Committee, and also a
, could there ever be another Black
Panther member, resigned as well. , Panther Party? Adams, also a
The downfall of the Black Pan- politif.-:al sc~entist, thinks tha:t .the
1hers, said Adams, is that ''they climite is right for another s1m1lar
underestimated the racist paranoia of group.
,
,
the larger society, and thus were
'' J think that the next group will
c rushed." Coates, who joined the come o ut of the crack community .
Baltimore chapter in 1969, tells his ThCre's a desperate, bold !quality in
opinion of the Panthers' demise .
their lives. When these people are cut
''The re was a-whole campaign of off from their income, they're going
lies, smears and deceit conducted by. to be radical, and will then start askthe United States government against ing political questions,'' Adams said .

~

''·

•

tor the Black t'anther Pany, l:Ltle did
1hey kn ow that their campus-based
group v.·ould become a national
organization.
From the onset, the founders had
planned to patrol the Oak land police
in an attempt to lessen the oolice
brutality that was a common occur·
rence for black men in America.
Tltcy fed hungry inner-ci ty children
in their ''free breakfast program ,''
the)' tri~d 10 form their own educational S)'Sle1n called the '' Ideological
l11s1itute,"' ~nd they a~rempted to
follow the law.
California lav.· at that time stated
tha1 every citizen had the right to
carry guns for self and joi nt-defense,
provided that it was clearly shown ..
Therefore, the Panthers initially committed no c rimes by carrying guns
and fol lowing the police.
Somehow, the organization began
to change. Little by little, members
v.•ere killed or sent to jail. '' little' '
Bobby Hutton, firs t member of the
Blac k Panthers and treasurer was

continued from page 16

The College of Allied Health attempts to prepare students for the
highly competitive field by having
them meet several requirements .

.
Ouring the pre-professional stage_,
students take background or general
elective courses. In 1he professional
'stage students take classes that are
o nly in the major.

Once st udents have completed the
pre-professio nal s\age (postsophomorC year) they can apply for
the professional stage if the student
has maintained a 2.5 g.p.a.
;

'

''The need [for
medical students] is
so great that there
are hospitals willing
topaythelastyearo[
a student's tuition. '
•

•

11111· 11f

taki11g ris k s . i11ves ti11g"in t1•1·l1nolog)' an(I holding f~ ~ l
Iii 11111·

\'al111•s 11f satisfyirig 011r

111 •11 1111· .

1· 11s to111 e r s,

hiring talented

111·0\' idi11g t111alit y scrvi1·es anti maintaining

i11l1·g1·it)' ir1 b11si111·ss. Wc"1·c n11t g11irtg to sto1> now.
J11i11 11 s a111I bt· firs t i11 li111• fu1· tl11· 21st t•e 11tu1·y.

-Brenda T. Faisoo

Aecording to Sharon Barrett, a
~res~man nursing major, finding a
JOb 1n the medical field is easy .
''Just look in the want ads and
you'll see what I mean,'' Barrett said.

tl11· wor·l(l 's finest c on1111uni1·atio11 systc n1s by

Watch for us on campus!
Date: October S, 1989
Interviewing for:. Civil Enalneen 1 Mecba.alcal Enl~~en
Elect~cal En&:1neers 1 Computer Science/ Systems
•t!n

AppolntmenlS: School of E•at-rlq, Room 3011
•

@

SouH:w·1e8lei11 Bel
Cui poatidtt .

An Equ•I ()pporl11nit1 .£-,laser

Deborah E. Veney contributed to this

story.
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Crossword

~IKE

l'Mlif?

ACROSS

1
I . Appolatmn.I (1bbr.)
4. Sblrt
9. SnuU nOCH" CO¥erin1

SHOE

by Jeff MacNelly

7

15

13. R•b o•I
14.
IS.
11.
19.
21 .

e

3

2

12. Frielld

•

r

A J•d1e of larael
<hie "ho loc:"llt"
lntelle4:1111I
Well known
Beetk

22. En1aat4 ID (111f.)

•

Sndrkin

ftft'1Nr ID~

~ THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
~ ~ -~ ~~· by Henri Arnold•and Bob Lee

---

~

UMclenilllettwfourJumbles.

•

one lett• to NCh tquare, to form

,
"

MEPOT

34

35. Boy

,_

37. Make ail offer
39. Th11s
40. New Testanwnl lwok

much
I

(•bbr. )

/

42. Suke

"""'

•

26. Appoln1e4 monwnl
29. P111 of no ....., ,._:31. Weapon

34. I am (cont.)

Ilk&

'

29

"· "°'

Doesn't

•

2-4. Spot

... F11rlo111
<Wi. Wult tlim

•

48. On:k

'

'§0. Wklr.rd co ftdvct
j

-

J

!ii .
53.
55.
SI.
61.
61.

EATAB
'

TRAUGI
I

I

A 5 1K IN l ' NEVEfll:.

'

!

I

I

65. Pull behind · ,.
66. Scopn
67. Dtnt

ATTFl:ACTS AT'T:ENTION
UNT I~

SOMEONE
DOES TH IS .

LESPEN

-.

Shellie ln1r-Hlen t
Tooth
With llowen
Si.df OYer fl"'platt
Sound of dove
Ptt1tl\C'1 111bstHute
~ . Indian tribe I"

'

,Prlntanswer here: (

'
16. Rttf1
DOW N

1.
l.
).
4.
5.

Sult1bl'
Equal

Man
RN Wfl'labk
Madf a mbtllll.'
6 . So ulh'm slalf (abbr.)
1. \MM
llnctl w.. doclrln' (suf.)
I . ~·ant
9. S11nd1rd of m.-ru1i1~m .. nl
10. Southf m ' tat' (abbr .)
11 . Until (PDl'l k)

No w arrange the ci rcled letters to
form the surprise answ er, as sug·
gested by the above cartoon.

'

'·

65

IIIJrnrn

see Answers, page 20

'

•

~

u""" ..., a ltodJ

11. Ntver

4.l.

20. C hild ' s prl
21. T.ili at kn&lh

45. Moral fue9e.t
41. UN orplliatloli (altbr.)

13. Pitre

49. PlalKfUliom ....,.

2.5. Place to bathe

52. Formal dear (la
compositlomt)
•
54. P•b
55. Pnl
of doi91 I09dllibla

2'.1. °"11nlz1llo111 of to""
18. Wuh away
30. Pl~ ror ,11,.,nmenb

...""'

)2. Nothln1
36. Not allY' ..-hen collli111
Into hospital .(abbr. J
ll. Cout ll
41 . Coll!ff'9t'

It'"' .

51. ilh'IH" la S. Antrta
59. 1tllll Gr.

60. 1.-

.

63. N.E. 1tate (abbt,} '

see Answers, page 20
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College . ttorosc~pe
For Friday, September 29 to T ursday,
Septe mber 5

forefront . Sove your ener~y for Sunday .
when gatherings of deor friends can open
new worlds .
TA.UllUS {April 20
20).' You r
mind is on personal relationships Monday;
problems w ith lovers and roommates wi ll
'1!et straightened out. A visit w ith a
coun selor can resolve your c1.1rriculum
dilemma. Don't be ofrakl to ask for and give
advice. Mercury oct1votes travel plans Otter
Tuesdoy. Yau should take every available
opportvnity to 901n new experiences. Use
caution oro1.1 r d the house Wednesday. Friday is the best day TO t1.1rn on papers and
tests , ask' questions or meet with prof~rs
for clarificof1on. You r help in social or work
situot1ons.1s ;nvoluoble ta triends. You w ill
bet~ designated driver Saturday.

The s.un squares bolh NeptLoe and
Jupiter. making o'.rlondoy a mos! 1r"tteres11ng
day In general, everyone has a ctionce to
get a handle on problems !hot originate
from m1sconcept1ons or delus1~s . You
should realize tha1 yov lomitotion~re due

largely to a poor sell·•moge , on that all
of us hove powers we hove only
un to
explore! Mercury ' goes d1rectduesdoy,
g1v1ng you the opportunity to exp ess your
op1n1ons and desires. The m n kisses
· Venus Tuesdoy, so dress yo or belt and be
ready 10 give and receive offec ion. On
Wednesday , t he moon moves onto Sog1ito nus. where 11 destroys any-delusions you
may hove created last weekend; if·s oil for
your own good . Teochers shov.j the ir eccenl r•c side on· Frodoy, so prepare to be patient . A challenging question m~ be iust
what is called for on cl pss wiP'Ok:J 'fl ~p·~ ,
con expect all the good parties t~ be eld
Sunday afternoon .
ARIES {Moach 21-Afiril 19). The~or·
pio moon on .V.ondoy puts you 1n a romon11c mood-(ons1der cooking on 1nt1~ate dinner for two . A current romance puts you
1hrough enormous changes . You II learn a
· great deal du ro~g this lime. You h<llve fewer
problems ol work - startin g
uesday;
delegate rout ine tasks . assigned rork . On
•· Wed nesday. your Mars ruler brings lofty.
philosophical issues-and love--10 the

'

'

"·

o~d

SCORPf0{0ct.~o~21 ) . Ga Cosy on
your compet1t1on Mopdoy. Your problems
ore brought to the 01~n t1on of people who
cun help you. You rrf:iy need to toke time
ta sort out your pr1or111es Jobs are ova1loble
to those who need extra income; ask friends
. !Or iob leads T uesda~. On Wednesday you
oould be reminded of jxist m• stakes that you
don't wo nt to make again . Yau should learn
I ron\ those mistakes bnd try to find a new
approbch lo similar s1tuahons 1n~ the future .
The week end will be en ioyable ,, beginning
w ith on unexpe<ted -ond fortu note~h onge of plans Fri day .

'

VIRGO {A11g. 23--Sept.22). S11ck to
busin ess the first Three days of the week .
Dorm or Greek hie w ill be a support for you
this ter m. Fri ends there may in troduce you
ro on important rbm once. b1.11 1n general
you've got lhe advantage al o ride when
you need ot and 1ns1de inform an the best ·
place
' around . The lo vely Libra sun lights
wp your house of possessions . Avo td impulse buying rh1s month; pion shopping
trips carefully, especially 11 you're adding
to your wardrobe . and resist the urge to
compete for the Oest•dressed li ~T . You may
cqns1der s1ar11ng a workout program .

to lake criticism we ll Wednesday and earn
the respect of o fine teacher. The' moon
1 1 efllers yo ur sign Fri day, so the w eekend is
fu'W o f emot1onol power. Yo1.1r ottroction to
on older person, probably 1n your f~~. may
be o desire for pres toge rot her than true offec11an. The possibility of a clandestine offa1r exists ofter Sunday.

I
SAGITTARIUS (Ho.-.22-Dec.21 ).

Gf\1111 (Mmr 21..._. 21). Get cought
-..,.~ ..,thli. ~ wee.k on, assignments ond

•

UIRA (Sept,ZJ..Oct.23).

Extra cash
from a part-time 10b may be wha t -yo u
need. An excellent ldeci -w1th Jvp•ter 1n
yopr house bosses, you should foni:I any 1ob
exper1e Ace benef_1c1ol and l nslructo ve . Yo u
may find a 1ob related to your future career
or on )Jpprent1cesh1p . Wed nesday and
Thursday ore high cycle days, fu ll o f fun
and discovery . Librans ge1 good gil ts Th is
birthday month. S0<1a l1 ze Friday and Sunday: an ol d friend migh t show up 01 a party
Sunday and shed light on pos t ma tte rs
Lebve Saturday for study . but wai t 10 write

UO {J11ty U-Auw. 22). Get you
housework and/or laundry done Monday:
so nobody talks oOOut you: w~en ly\ors goes
tnlo Li bra on Tuesday and Friend s start
dtopp1ng by without notice. Home is a good
place to study this term ; you con get
classwork done there. You're hearing from
ol d cronies lately . some of whom hove
answers to old p1.1zz les 1 Sun Jn Libra os o
social mon th for you . Most Leos like to smile
ihe1r wa y through the day. so th•s tS on en·
1oyoble month . On So1vrcto Y, there may be

0

housekeeping chares that you've been putting off. You should make necessary tri1:is
to the librory Monday. but study at home
the rest o f the week . A llirtatiOn w ith someone Wed nesday could be tlie start al o
romance. You 'd be w ise to s1d!(s1ep a sudden request fo r a loon Fridoy. Continue
your th ri fty w ays over the weellend . Yoo
may. receive on unexpected gift gift Sot1.1rdoy, perhaps a needed tool for detail work .
When Venus enters Sogittor 11.1 s Sunday.
you begin o wonderfu l cycle of harmony ln

r

r

former
partner may be on e o f a group you meet
with Monday . Mars trons1t tho! begins
Tuesday w ill find you ,bustl1ng abou t the
h91.1se a great deal; ,f you must move.
fiow 's the time to get serious. Avoid tussles
in your present home s1tua t1on, though
Venus 1s easi ng the way for romance all
week . Generous impulses toke over Friday;
your confidence 1s high and this makes you
fosc1na1 1ng to a powerful Scorpio. Romance
now ore '"meaningful relot1ansh 1ps.'"
whether or not they last forever . Intense
emotionol e~periences Saturday w.11 not account for much on the long run . &undoy 1s
good for colling home for money, doing F.ousecleaning. st1,1dy1ng w ith o Leo or arguing with your true love'.

'

pCpers . Am.bot<on r unJ hi gh next' year
the pos t is reco.,ctled j
·

a tempest 1n a teapot 01 your house-1ust
let it roli,of!Jour bock . Moon goes rnto Leo
Suriday. on you 'll understand more about
lh-Ose around you ,

CA.NCElt(J11M1 22-Juty 22). A

-

I

\

'

your personal relot1onsh1ps.

Mor

I

,.

By Joyce Jillson

'

" Devote the entire day Monday 10 getting
.. p 1?ur _bl,isoness and perso~at ~811e rs
orgon<zed. Moon enters your sign on Tuesdoy, improving commun1cotian with professors . To ke advan tage al Mercury's posiJ1on this week to confer with , teachers or
cdm1n1s1ra tors who con clarify pro blems
bnd aid you r studies. You may hove to fullill
-on obligat1on to lriends We?nesday. On Fr1tJoy. you r finances are drained, but you can
expect on added so1.1rce of income soon.
. Consider look•n g for a 1ob Saturday . On •
Sunday. Venus ,enters your s1 gn-avo1d
endi;nc•es to overeat .

'

CAPRICORN {Dec.22-lan.19). You co11

"

eJpect requests Monday from everygne
Wan ting to borrow your class notes. Uran1.1s
n spires you this week and others w ill be
1sten1ng to what you hove to soy; your
. ~ eos con make a difference . You'll be able

I

THE UNDERGRADl:JATE STUDEj\;JT ASSEMBLY

•

•

AQUARIUS (Jon.Z0-1... 18). Yoo 'll get
boc k on important paper or test Monday
and you could make o decision that affects
yovr maier area o f study. Sit dow n w ith
roomma tes between.Tuesday and Thursday to set a budget tl1ot wor'ks for ,
everyone. Yo1,1"tl get a "'sen se of belonging" from others Wednesday and Thursday. You may wo nt to ta<kle elusive problems Sa turday. w hen you'll hove !he most
success w ith detail work. The odYent of
Venus in t'! Sog1ttori1.1s on Sunday helps you
bond With o thers-you won't ha ve any
trouble nld(lng new friends . It's a good idea
to stay w ithin your budget righ l now.

PISCES(feb.19 Meech 20). Yau have an
increased aworeness of your infn.ience over
others Monday. Try to quench your thirst
for knowledge and experience . Any time
ofter Tuesdoy 1S'' best to hove heart-to-heart
talks w ith roommates, friends and lovers.
when Mercury i s 1n your partnership kouse,
You get wacky ideas for the w eekend,
especially concerr\:ing G reek li fe . Opportun•t1es for romance-a nd jeolo1.1sy-ore
strong Saturday, -so fJY not to get into
arguments. Venus' entry into Sagittarius on'
Sunday signals improved relations with professors. Their e~ions of ~u ore high.
so look sharp .

•

•

"

'

.

•
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• • •
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trave1I to

I

MEN OF THE ·oE:CADE
AWARDS BANQUET'

near?

so

.Georgetown

- ' ve
We

wh en

got .a ll yo ur

acti.ve w ear gear!

J

GENERATION' 2000

"

•

AT HOWARD

I

SATURDAY, . OCTOBER 14, 1989
•

BLACKBURN CENTER BALLROOM

N ow carrying a full line of HOWARD UNIVERS[TY

'

'

!.~

•

$5.00 (dinne·r includ.ed) /PER PERSON

tr

•

' Shorts

-

' Sweats

H-ONOREES INCLUDE:

•

I

•

...

' T-Shirts

.,

Check us out, and get a

•

'

'

20% DISCOUNT
•

'

'
•

JULIUS ~'Q.R. J'' .ERVING
'
DR. BEN CARSON
JOE CLARK
.LOU ~OSSETT, JR.

witb student I. D.
•

"1!so11

Adidas

•

HOURS
•

•

l

TICKETS ON SALE AT CRAMTON BOX OFFICE
•
I
' '
'NOW
' ~ . '
''

•

•

'
I

--

,.,. 11-9 NI-Th
1l·-10 F-Sat

'

1.

-

636 Florida Ave. NW

483-3287

'
•

-

-

•

20

-
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. FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1989

THE HILLTOP

•

'

I

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING PlUS RAISE UP
TO Sl ,700.00 IN ONLY TEN DAYSlll Student
groups, froternities and sororities neer:fed for
morkenting proi«t on campus. For details plus a
FREE GIFT, group officefs coll l-800-950-84n, ext.

- - - - - -.,..----The Mo11 Noble Lordi

or

I

Alpbl Phi Alplli• Frtilenllty lllC.

'

30

present
their onnuo
' Pre-Smok
for oil interest

WHERE : Andrew Rankin Cho
WHEN . Tuesday, Oct . '3

HUSA 1s collec11ng non-~risho ble goods {clothes,
conned goods and e!c .)for v~ti ms of Hurricane
Hugo 1n Room 102 1n the B~fkburn Center.
The lnst1rue of Karmic Guida~ pre5ents SdtRe

fi:1Luest

an'd PhUosoplly of lite naroau
lecturers Dr. IYU Vu SertiallJDr.
Flmd
and Dr. Thtoptile OtJ ••• ,......, 1-11,. . .
S.c 11-lpm d lite Ullh'efttt:JofDk1 1kt ofCof.
umbl• &Jm. Tickets available llt tlte . _ Nllt,

i

1826 Ga. Ave.

The ~to Kappa chi Scientific ~Society monrh ly mder1ng will be held~· October 2, 1989
1n Room •l-1 4 1 of rhe Under~raduote Library.
I

The Ladln of Alpb Chapter -

of Delt• Sl1m• Theta Sorority, I.e.
present
' ' SAY NO TO
UGS"
Pori l : Add•ct1on Specialist
rryl Colbert
Monday, Oct. 2 at 6 p.m. in I School of Business
Aud .
Po rt 2, Film : "PCP- It's Not r Me'' and speaker

•

Pogielo Ashe, HUDEPP in the . Undergraduate
L1bi'l:iry Lecture Room at 5 p m.

......... $

'

The Martin Liit

Kina, Jr.

would like to soy ''T

(

Phi Beta'-Slama Fn

nk You" to

ty, lac.
·Alpha .--,... A.,lla
Clllapter
for tke1r contributpi to the

StJ--

_-

-

SHAWN L. RAY MEMORIAL FORENSICS
TOURNAMENT
•
on Oct. B, , 989

Cohforn10 Club Meeting on r ober 4th, Wednes·
day 01 5:30 pm 1n the for m 1n the Blackburn
Center . -?11'1 ihe Family •

THE LADIES OF ALP-" CHAPTER,
DELTA SIGMA THET.( SORORITY, INC.
'
PRESEl'(f
,
A fol\o~·up comPoi9n for

·-

,, A

I

JUDGE ALCEE HASTINGS.
•
Volunteers o:ire n~ for
U .S.
PHONE-A· THCJIN
TO
SENATORS''

from Mon . Oct . -2 · 'hurs, Oct . 5.
lnd1v1duols who ore 1nte' Mt and fomilior with the
cose should meet •n rm . 11 Douglass Holl. Sun·
day at 4 o'clock.

JUDGE ALCEE HASTI GS NEEDS YOU
BEFORE IT'S T LATElll

The Lad6ts of Alp.,• C pler Delta Sla:m;a
Tbtla Sorority lDC. would ike to thank Oii those
who port1c1po1ed 1n the coin drive for the Colum·
b•o Heights Yout~..£'..r~m

•

Tht lllh Aanual WalkadlolJ.: will be held on Oc-

'

tober 7, 1989 9 :00 SHARP I i~ the.valley. Th is yeor
proceeds w ill go ro The Gree-ti Door, ood The
Howard Uri• versitv So<:l<le Cell enter . All 'fhose par·
1i<1por1ngpleut brina your pkdat ~o the
Wo lkot hon-.

'

The India na S101e Assoc1otT'
Dou glass Rm . 125 01 5pm

meets TODAY in

ARE THC GAS CHAMBER ST
Debo1e suppressed? For 1nfor
con tocr Committee for'
Holoc ousi , POB 931089. Lo
Tel . 213 4658645 .

RlES FALSE? ls Open
otion and s.peokers
n Debate on the
A rigeles :A 90093

~---

Volunteers Wonted l The Student Health Center,
' Developmen t of Health Education is seeking stu·
dent volunfeefl lo assist in the dissemiriotion of
health education and infotmolion to the Howard
Uni...ersity com munity. Th is is a great oppdrtUnity
to gain valuable experience in public relations. communicotions, coordinating programs as wel l as
build upon leodership skills. ti interested, pleose
contoct the Deportment of Health Education ot
636-6927

OHIOANS
There w ill be a club meeting Monday, October 2,
or 6:00 in room 148 Blockburn . Pl.EASE, bring your
'
Q11esl
_
A ll those iriterested in porticipotirig in the Delta
Literacy Program (P .l .U .S.) there w ill be on informotiOll session on Tuesday, October 3, 1989 at
7:30 p .m. in OouQlou Holl Rm . 116 .
Due to an abundance of volunteers at the Girard
Street Shelter (1 480 Girard) We ore extending the
program to Thursday evenings from 6-8 beginning Thursday, Oct . 5, 19B9.
A TIENTION GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY MEMBERS G ENERAL BODY MEETING
MONDAY , OC TOBER 2 - AUDITORIUM
SLACKl!URN CENTER 6 100
Looking for the owner or a gray Chevy Monzo
license plate N o. XJE - ??7 . Pleas call
('20'.2)· '83_- 48~5 ~k f~r Carlos. _
.
b<~l

Little State in the Union
stay tuned ... Club Rl is Qt\ the woy! For further
details. contocl Kim 636- 1980 or Chantell
797-2637 .

...

-

THE SOCIETY FOR THE AOVANCFMENT OF
MANAGEMENT FALL PICNIC HAS B~EN
POSTPONED TO SA TU RDA Y, SEPTEMBER 30.
1989 .GROVE 9 - ROCK CREEK PARK .
THE MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT IS HOLDING
A MANDATORY DEPARTMENT AL MEETING FOR
ALL MANAGEMENT MAJORS AND FACULTY.
OCTOBER S, 19B9 ·· 11:00o.m . -1 2 :30p .m. IN
THE SCHOOL O F BUSINESS FACULTY LOUNGE.
- Washington State Club meeting on Thursday, Oct.
5, 1989, 6:00 p.m. Hilltop lot.1nge, BlockQurn
Ceriter Old arid riew members pleose attend .
A ITENTION -'ill PHYSICS & ASTROPHYSICS MA·

JOf<S •
M INORS
ANO EVERYONE EVEN REMOTELY INTERESTED IN
THE SUBJECT
~
OR THE ORGANIZATION
•
The S.P.S. {Society of Physics Students) Club of
Ho~rd Uri1versity will hove i~ nex.t General Body
meeting on Wedi esdoy October4. 1989 in Thirkield
.ttol f 1n Room 106 ot 4:30 pm

r

DORM TAG BEGINS MONDAY! f !

1. lftegister Monday, Tue!>cloy {Ground Floor,

~~
' kbucn).

2.
3.

materials Wednesday.
og yor vict ims-each one' s worth CA SH lll

............._,,__,________,.______,_

I
I

COUNSELING/PSYCHOTHERAPY
Pri..-ote. For depreision/onxiety, self--esteem, per· ~r:iol growth & development, si re~. addictions.
r el:o tionship i ssues . Free Consultation.
GEORGETOWN 1202) 337-7079
Hove you tried again and again to lose weight with
>little or no success, or hove ~ just lost W1'ight
only to put it on ogoin? Well WEIGHT NO MOREi
.loin the rest of those who hove de.':ided to successfully lose, and maintain significCflt ~ht loss.
Seuionsore held every Monday ot 3 :00 p .m. arid
Thursday at 10:00 o .m. 1n the classroom of the
Studeflt Health Center Arinex. For furthe in fOl'mo~~~;o'' the Of;fice of Health Edutotion at

11 y<W"re from the

,-

The
S()CIETY
of

I
I PR FESSIO~AL
I· .' J RN ALIST~
r

•

\,

•

w1ill old- an officers.
meeti g Monda,y Oc•
I tober 2 at 7 · p .m Ill
1
I Roo'l'Y\ W4-229F in the
tSchoo l of
1
Cofumunications.
.,
An
SPJ GENERAL BODY
meetibg will be held
Tuesdla~, October 3 at 7
p.m. in the same loca-·
tion. All members and
interested people are
invited.
'

'

•

•

'

•

•

•

'
ANNOUNCEMENTS

'

Broadcast majors are
especially 'iQvited .

•

Hilltopics

THE BROTHERS OF OMEGA PSI PH1 FRATERNITY
INC. Will SPONSOR A PANEL DISCUSSION ON
0CT08ER 3, 1989 ot 7:30 PM ot the Howard Plozo
Towers(Eost) Entitled " Block Universities vs . White
Universities: A Block Student's Perspective''
Studenls from..areo universities will participate in
a panel format with audience participation.

I

The Brothers of Omega Psi Phi Froterriity, lhc. will
-- sponsor a car wash on September 30, 1989 in the
School of Engineering parking lot From 10:00 A .M .
to 5:00 P.M .
The Brothefl of Omega Psi Phi Fra te rni ty, Inc . ore
inviting all those serious minded students to further the mission of our institution: ACADEMIC EX·
CELLENCE There w ill be a general study seuiori
every M:Jndoy from 8-10 P.M . in 2114 in !he School
of Engineering.
The Omega Psi Phi fraternity' s Ooote of the Week;
''TRUTH CRUSHED TO EARTH Will RISE AGA !N''
Marcus Mosioh Garvey
The Deportment of Heolth ServiC.es Adm inistration
Program al the School of Howard School of
Busin~ in collaboration w ith the Deportment of
Health Services Adm inist ration of George
Washington University is co-sponsoririg a one cloyseminor ot the Block.burn Center ori the subject of
the ''Whither Goethe Hospital Unionization: The
Effecls of the N otional labor Relations Boord,
" Rule-Mak ing''. Tu ition including lunch and
materials is SB5.00 per person . Time October 12,
19B9 from 12-4 p .m. For further information and
regislrotiori p1eose contact Dr. Ahmed A . Moen
232·5184. HU Dr. Charles Jocobino 994-6220.
GWU .
Mole Tulors ore needed al the Blocl: History tuloriol
(Aesop N ia) held 1n St. Augustine's Church every
Wednesday from 6:30-8:30 p.m.

SLACK CONGRESSION A L MONITOR Monthly
Report-Legislative lni ttat ives by Af ricori-Ame ricoris
in the Cong~15. 95/ yeor; S28 . 95 /2 yrs. PO Box.
75035. Washington. DC 20013 Lenora Morogne,
PhD. Founding ~•tor-Publisher .

UBIQUITY

W BACK

Thanks to o!I who supported us in our letter writing
campaign against VA . Beach ond our lec ture by
Zak 'Kondo. Coming soon ... "Columbus Doy: The
Beginning of A frikon Exploitation"

A caadlelta..t npJ
at tbe UMqulfI trtt o n lht yard
Tllunday, Oct. 12, 1919, ·7:30 pm
UBIQUITY IS BACK!
The UGSA Public Relations Committee w ill be having o volunteer meeting on Wednesday. October
4 at 5:30 pm in the Blackburn Cen te r Read ing
Lounge. For more in formot'°n coll An!o1nette Mayo,
636-6919
The UGSA presents the " .'Aen of the Decode" Solurdoy, October 141h 01 7 :00 pm 1n rhe Blackburn
Ceri ter Ballroom . Come see Qr_ J; Joe Clark: Lou
Gossett, Jr.; arid Or . Ben Corson .
Stefi1rig Brown Literary Society 1s slort>n!O° member·
ship drive . A ll 1nterC$ted students, ore needed :o
ed111he creot1ve rnogoz1ne, Janus, 1f in terested contact Dr. Ho mod, 328-95 1O{hj 636-6730 or
Christopher OI 89B..O l 44 .
ATIENTION: Tkere w ill be a Girl's lacrosse
meeting on Ocf. 3 at 6 :30 pm 1n Business School
Rm 217 . A ll interested pleose ot1end .

The Howa rd Untvers1ty bowling Bison will scr1m_
mcige the University of Maryland Saturday,
September 30, 1989 1n Bison lories 01 12pm . Con)e
see the Bowling B1~n !op tile Terrop1ns os they
tune up fo r canfererice matches.

Usher~ needed for ' B9 Foll Season at Ford Theatre.

UBIQUITY IS HERE! I KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR OUR
SPONSORED COMING EVENTSl l

l&B Construction, Inc. Newly rencwated house
rooms fOf' reot . 42B Elm Street, N .W . Across the
street from Howard Uni-.ersity h'ledicol School Com-pie• & Hospital. Avoiloble IOI' Occupancy. Please

Paid ?QSition . Everiings, weekends & Thursday
matinee work ovoiloble. Call 638-5959 IO schedule
on in terview .

Tht t..t'e1 or
Alp.,• Kappa Alplta Sorority, l ac.

-

.......

Alp...

'

Cbpter

coll 727-6310.
FOR RENT: Newly renovoted one bedioom/ both
apartment within walki ng distance o4 comt)US. Gos
stove, garboge disposal, centtol a ir conditioning,
wall-to-wall carpeting, two separate entronces.
Possible offstreet parking and woshet' / dryer.
$450/neg . includes utilities. Coll: Felicio C tlambers
633-3259 !cloy) 588· 1558.

laundromat attendant needed. Helping customef1
w ith ff)Ochines and light cleoning . Full time or port
time . New store located near"school at 3006 14th
St., N .W . 6 dollars per hour. Coll Poul ot 565-8035.

IT'S J UST A FANTASY
Dote: Soturdoy •.._September 30, 1989
! Time: 10: 00 - 3 :00 om
Place: Morty's Chapter Ill
9001 1st St., S.E.
Adm ission : $5 .00-free drinks before 11 :OD
College l.D. required

Studer] ts SB- 15/hr . Work for Env . l=leon-up/Consumer Righ ts. Notioriol citizen organization hiririg
for PT phone lobby staff. 5 :30-9:30 pm M-F { 1Flex..
Schedule) Coll B2B-0904 Betweeri 1-Spm . EOE .

Tbt

HUltop Policy Board wi ll hold its nex.t
meeting Oct . 2, al 6pm in the north side of th~
Block burn cafeteria . 17 of 1B·schools did not send·
o representative l o the last meeting . Tssil Tsstl
Council presidents please coll 636-7CXXJ to oppciinf
your rep . The names of those not 1n attendance
will be published l!ll

Beautifully renovated <4 bedroom, 2 bathroom
towrihouse. One bedroom available. 300 ' Utt .
w / d , d/ w , coc, HOWO Floors, 2 skylights. Hor·
vord Street . 'l:i way betw een Meridian and Moin
Campus. Coll 483-1 181
1

The "Society of Professional Journalist w ill hold a
general body interest rneetirig Tuesday, Oct . 2 at
7 p .m. in Rm . W4 -229f in the School of Commuriicot1ons . A ll members and interested per~ns
ore urged to attend .

Room for Rent S335 •" '.h utilities freshly pointed,
OW, W/ 0 in site. At, 2nd & R~ Island Ave. Coll
3B7-5555.

•

Attention all students WHBC Jam l30 is now on
air! Tune in to the best

SPJ w 1U hold on officers meeting fv\ondoy, Oct. 1
01 7 p .m . 1n Rm . W4·229F . A ll new officers ore
required to attend . Coll Lori Buckner for details ot
636-6866/67168 .

?oturdoy, September 30 Electric Boogie Lady Morc10 Griffiths Tickets S13 in adv S15 at door

PERSONAU
Hey Cleveland , remember those two ox.es In the
tub on the 1st floor? Wosn ' t thot fun? Are we still
a DJ team? Rhode Island
__ •
Hoppy Birthday Nicole Rudel From Sandy Chaplin

Make a Dtfttrtlke-

In Someone's U ft
ANNOUNCEMENT

The Mt .Pleosant branch of the D.C, Public library,
neor l 6!h St. ond Lamont St. is appealing too
group, c!ut,, frater nity or sorority to voluriteer to
spend time w ith D.C. youth who c.ome lo the library
weekdays alter school to do their homeworl: . The

BACK TO SCH OOL SPECIAL Moriicures - 7
dollars includes two free designs full set of tips $30. Call Sonyo for Appoinment 265-1451

o"o~d'_So~_o~yo~J<X'."l!
-'~·""''.:'.'·=~=='--'=::.....::::;::=;:

B~ .
Seen $e(ious Endless Ego Notorious Happy i1 ,,,.
day love Kitten (We've got to thirik of something

eo1 "::cl-----~-------~c=

Free Moth Tutoring! ! For Business Majors offered
by Marketing Deportment Moridoy- Thursday
6 :30-9 :00pm Room 216 CB4 or col l Vernon Oakes
636-5162

kids need minor assis,tonce w ith their ·s choolwork
but ore in major need of role models . Coll Erica
i 5!okes if vou core to helo ot 727-13 62 .
Jobs for Studen ts Tl'ie International Trade Ad· .min1s1ra!1on of the U.S. Dept . of Commerce needs
ZETA WEEK IS COMING, SO BE '
Stoy I n School employees . ITA pays
PRE P A R ED!!!
$6 .75·S7 .64 /hr. and is loca ted neor the Federal ,
Triangle
Metro . Students work 20 hours a week
The students of Tom Skinner Assoc iates inyite you
10 a Leodership entiltled. ''Building Effective Pro- \, during school and full time during breaks. A U jobs
trequ lre 40 wpm . Coll Anne Gibson 377-3301
fess1oryal ond Personal Relotion$h ips." The focus
•
•
is Overcoming Feor, Rejection. Wa lls and Borr1ers,
EARN $2, 000 - $4 ,000
M rs . Barbaro Williams-Skinner, Vice-President of
Seol"chirig for employment tho! permits working
Tom Ski,flner Assoc iate$ and a lounding member
your own hours, but still choltenglng enough for
of the Notional Political Congress of Block Womeri
your entrepreneurial skills? Morioge programs for
1s the speaker. The Place: Bosement of Ra nkin
Fortune 500 Companies. Earn S~.000 to $4 ,qoo.
Chapel . Time: B p .m., Monday October 2. 1989 .
Coll 1-800-932-0528. ex.I . 31 .
Admission : Free. Contact M icheal C . Worsley or
529-5734 or 636-7292 for more information .
Earn Hundreds s1uff1ng erivelopes. Wark al home .
No e,q,.er1ence ,pecessory . Start immedia te ly. For
Mandatory General Body Meeting Campus Pols Oc·
more 1nformot1ori send self-addressed stomped
Tober 1, 19B9 Undergroduote library lecture Holl.
envelope 10 V&B Moiling, PO Bo~ 5329, Silver
CAMPUS PAIS INVITED J:OOpm
Spr1rig, MO . 20912 .
The Society of Consumer Affairs Profess1onols, will
meet Wednesday, October 11 . 1989. ot 12 :00 pm
1n HE(1 2017 .

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU . HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO YOU. HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR BERNARD.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU . OXSHANORA.

..

Happy Birthday Kicsheo l Hove a nice time at the
party, but remember, you're still not old enough
to drink. love D. and S.
Poohbeor, This.month marks the end of the old and
the beginning of the new. Shoring sunsen. and
sunrises. Lost year we were two riow we ore a very
strong on e . Happy Ann i versary . I love
You . .Whotever Happens. Punkins •
To: Courtney J., Dene M., George M ., Judy G.,
Kimiko R. , Monique J., Pam., Sean, Shaline M .,
Todd P., Valerie B. , Winston and anyone else !hot
we foiled to mehtion thanks a bunch for all of yoor
help . Kriste11 & Veronica . ..

Telepllone 1nterv1ewers needed - po rt time positions
ovo1loble wi th Democratic politiccil research firm .
Flexible even1ri9 & weekend hours. Metro Center
loco tron . $4 .75 - $6 .00/hr. Leove message .•
626-7151

WRITE FOR ME Word Processing Services Term
Papers, Res umes. Man uscripts, ,f,nyth1rig and
Everything Eydie W hittington 202 13B9·3055

FOR RENT

The P.S.M . returns and asks " Who Are Gods
Chosen People? Blocks or Jews? A heated deba te
Tue.
3rd l 40 UGL media cen te r .

TO MS W INNIE YOUNG THANK YOU' SO VERY
MUCH FO R YOUR HELP DURING OUR ORIEN T ATION WEEK. GOD BLESS YOUll!I EIGHTH EDI·
TIO~ BROS . OF G .O.D.
Clayton since you said no orie hos evec; sent you
o Hilltopic I thought I'd be the fir$t . Love you Guess

•

UNFURNISHl::D ROOMS FOR RENT
We have Three rooms for rent in o beautifully
renova!ed towri hoose within easy walking distance
of rhe campus. AU rooms ore carpeted cind there
is a fuf 1 both on each floor of the house. OCCUPIED
BY HOWARD UN(VERSITY STUDENTS. ONLY .
S250.00-S300.00 per ·mon! h, plus 1/~ pf utilities .
On e rryorith ' s ren1 plus o sel:ur1ty deposit equol to
orie month ' s rerit moves~ 1n . Contact: Richard
Lourie ol 906-9388 or '-:9nesso Carpenter ot
393 -391 O. Pleose Leave m;ssoge 1f you reoch on
answering machine and ~meone will be sure to
return you r coll .
t

oq.

Tue. Oct. 10th ''The Spook Who Soi 8y the
Ooor"' tro1n1ng film for all who were oTVA . Beach .
Med•o Cen!er 1-40 UGL (P .S.M .)
To oll prospective Corr1bbeon gradual~ : Please
contact the CSA office '-636-6915

FOR SALE

Studeots, famlty, staff. Top pr'.a:s paid fOf' used aDd 11nwanltd books wl:lb rcWe valut. Tim
Jones, Taj Book 5trYke 722.--0701 . S•p port A
Student EattrpriJe.

Who .
Billy, (The ne•i M iss Howard) I wont to. vi$h you
all the best 11'1 your upcoming pogecn 1t. J can't think
of anyone who deserves it more t~ 'fOIJ · Good
luck, T-iffy .
•
CSAMO HT, I hope our relotionship riever stopS
mov1ri9 lo~d . IJNEG.
---To Trocey Merritt. Hey Merritt I l! Happy 2 lst Bir·
thdoy l! I Now thot y<Wr legal tender, LET THE
GOOD TIMES ROU(sm ile) let's hit Hooli~ . love
The G1rl z Yolonda, Lenora , Corrie, and Shelly.

•

Bedroom for rent-Spoc10us apartment 3 blocks from
campus. 5300/ mon. ut1l111es 1ricluded . Mature
adul ts need orily apply . 797-8616 ·

2 BR HSE 850 dollars. 1 BR·Apl . 450 dollars. Newly
renova ted, close to Howard 681-3B97 .

To SEEN Rosheen .Jomool ... {whotever) OON' T
DRINK ON YOUR BIRTHDAYJl l If you drink ~·11
get drunk, If you get druri k you 'll pass out, If~
poss ou f you 'll fo!l down . .. But then again yoo 're
use lo it (SMILE) Don' t look now there's a GRIU·
LY on you 're bo(a: ... (SMILE) HAPPY 21st 8'RTHOAY11! tuv ya, Yolando, Lenora, Corrie, Tracey,
Chri ssy: & Marlo .

M / F wonted to shore spoq o us hou~ : 6 blocks to
campus. 3 blocks to RI metro; 11'nmed1ote occupon·
cy; Ive msg at 529-6768.

JOBS

------·---·------·--------1
Advertise in The Hilltop

Lin sey, t-(oppiness is like a moon and a sun . The
moon being the reminiscent times of our post .. and
the sun being the light of our future . Thanks for
two yea rs. Janel Jones
-"I
UHURUI ToalltheNewUbiquitorions, Let'srecloim
do1' tree ll SASA, Horiiloh '89

Happy A nniversary to Mr . and Mrs. Moore 23
'fiiofl of wedding bliss bei't•M• 1two wonderful people . It has been a pleasure to know 'f(X.I and I hope
you w ill hove many more loving years. love
always, Chry5tol.

Answers -

1

'

•

'

Jumbles: TEMPO ABATE GUrTAR SPl£EH
Ans~ A bikini ,,...,.- Mtrllctl utenUon l#1111
som«Ml8 does this-PUTS IT ON

Call: ·6 36-6866

•

•

•
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ATTENTION
'

•

All Recognized Student Organizations
Census forms are due in the Office of Student
Activities for the 1989-90 SCQOOl year. · Pick
up a copy of the form from' Room 117
Blackburn Unjversity Center. If you
have any questions, please call 636-7003, ask for
Ms. Anderson.
If
your
organization's
pertinent
'
data is to be printed in the Directory of
Recognized Student Organizations, our office
must have your Census form in no later 'than September 30, 1989 .
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